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Executive Summary
The Homeowner Assistance Fund (HAF) was established under section 3206 of the
American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (ARP) to mitigate financial hardships associated
with the coronavirus pandemic that have led to homeowner mortgage
forbearance, delinquency, default, and foreclosure. By providing funds to eligible
entities (i.e., grantees), the ARP is intended to prevent displacement of
homeowners experiencing financial hardship after January 21, 2020, or prior to
January 21, 2021, where such financial hardship has continued after that date.
Departamento de Hacienda de Puerto Rico has been awarded $75,637,542 from
the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury) for this program. Autoridad para el
Financiamiento de la Vivienda de Puerto Rico (AFVPR) is a subrecipient of this
grant, selected for the design and implementation of Puerto Rico’s allocation of
the Treasury HAF program. Departamento de Hacienda de Puerto Rico retains
oversight authority.
Puerto Rico’s HAF program, known as the Puerto Rico Homeowner Assistance
Program (PRHAP), will be conducted in at least two phases—an initial test program
known as the PRHAP Pilot and a full program known as the PRHAP. PRHAP Pilot
and PRHAP funds may only be provided with respect to qualified expenses related
to a dwelling that is an eligible homeowner’s primary residence.
The PRHAP Pilot outreach was launched August 26, 2021, through outreach to
borrowers within the AFVPR mortgage portfolio. The application for PRHAP Pilot
participants was made available starting on September 13, 2021. The full PRHAP,
which will be available to homeowners across the island, is expected to launch in
late fall 2021, once Treasury has approved the AFVPR HAF Plan. The program is
anticipated to last until funding is exhausted.
Treasury requires that each grantee conduct a needs assessment and submit a
plan for use and distribution of funds. Prior to plan submission, AFVPR provided
the public an opportunity to review and comment on the draft HAF Plan, which
could be viewed online at the web address https://covidhipotecas.com. Notice was
also published in the local newspapers El Nuevo Día and El Vocero.
Written comments on the Draft HAF Plan were accepted through September 15,
2021, at 5:00 p.m. AST at comentariospublicos@covidhipotecas.com, through a
web form located at https://covidhipotecas.com, and by mail to Autoridad para el
Financiamiento de la Vivienda de PR; Programa de Asistencia para Dueños de
Hogar; P.O. Box 71361; San Juan, PR 00936-8461.
The HAF Plan was developed following a data-driven methodology to identify
homeowners most vulnerable to housing instability because of the COVID-19
pandemic. Data sets spanning Puerto Rico’s mortgage delinquencies, defaults,
foreclosures, and demographic characteristics were analyzed to identify areas of
greatest need. The HAF Plan details the design of each program option proposed
under the PRHAP, performance goals, and information regarding AFVPR’s
readiness to implement the program, as required by Treasury. AFVPR is planning
to serve homeowners on a first-come first-serve basis but will use a targeted
approach to explain program offerings to those most at risk and in need. This
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targeted approach was developed to maximize the impact of the available
Treasury funding.
Eligible homeowners delinquent on mortgage and associated homeownership
costs and those in foreclosure will have their unpaid balance and associated fees
(if applicable) paid, within program limits, to bring loans current and to reinstate
loans. An additional three months of forward-paying assistance may also be
available as long as funding is available under the program’s maximum per
homeowner assistance caps. Furthermore, eligible homeowners with or without
mortgages may qualify for assistance with delinquent real estate property taxes,
insurance, and fees, including homeowner/condominium association fees,
common charges, and utilities such as water and electric services.
Homeowners are eligible if they have incomes equal to or less than 150% of the area
median income. Furthermore, a minimum of 60% of the Homeowner Assistance
Funds provided to AFVPR must be made available for qualified expenses assisting
eligible homeowners having incomes equal to or less than 100% of the area median
income limits or the national median income, whichever is greater.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development has published the
applicable HAF income limits at https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/hafil.html. The national median income for 2021 is $79,900. For each of Puerto Rico’s
municipalities, the national median income exceeds the local area median income
(which ranges from $20,000 to $30,200). Therefore, the national median income
will be the standard measure for income qualification for the PRHAP. AFVPR
believes that the demographic and economic characteristics of homeowners
across Puerto Rico will result in expenditure of 100% of available PRHAP funding by
assisting eligible homeowners whose income is less than the national median
income, exceeding Treasury’s 60% minimum requirement.
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History Table
09/07/2021
09/15/2021
09/20/2021

Draft Plan posted for public comment
Public comment period closed
Final Plan published
 Updated date of final Plan publication, Cover Page.
 Removed “Draft” from Cover Page and all document
headers.
 Updated formatting and pagination, including Table of
Contents.
 Updated history table with changes to document, page v.
 Updated Acronym list, page vi.
 Changed future tense language for actions that would
happen after the draft was published, but before the final
plan was published, to past tense as these actions have now
occurred. These changes have been made throughout the
document, where applicable.
 Added “and after funding for housing counseling services
are deducted,” to description of funding availability, page 36.
 Revised estimate of $64,291,910.70 to $61,871,509.36 and 5,996
estimated applicants served to 5,771 after accounting for
additional funding that will be provided for housing
counseling services, page 36.
 Revised Table 14, row 4 date from September 20, 2021 to
September 24, 2021, page 39.
 Added clarification related to types of mortgages that may
be assisted with PRHAP funding, page 39.
 Removed the following requirement: In situations where
mortgage loan payments are not being made, the assessed
value of the dwelling and land (as determined by the taxing
authority) cannot exceed current applicable conforming
loan limits, page 39.
 Added “Assistance of up to $9,000 for taxes, insurance, fees,
and utilities may be combined with a maximum of up to
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$3,000 of Second Mortgage Reinstatement Assistance for a
total maximum cap of up to $12,000” to subsection
“Maximum Per Household PRHAP Assistance” for Taxes,
Insurance, Fees, and Utilities, page 40.
 Added new subsection “Prohibition of Duplication of
Benefits”, pages 40-41.
 Deleted “available for first and second mortgages” and “it is”
from the sentences “This assistance is available for first and
second mortgages. It is capped at $21,000 or 21 months of
assistance; whichever limit is reached first., page 43.
 Added “This assistance is available for first mortgages,
mobile/manufactured home loans, contract for deed
situations, and reverse mortgages” to the First Mortgage
Reinstatement program element description, page 44.
 Removed the statement that assistance is available for first
and second mortgages from the description of the Second
Mortgage Reinstatement program element as it is only
applicable to second mortgages, page 44.
 Added a fourth program element for housing counseling
services, pages 44-45.
 Revised Table 17 budget breakdown to include a new line
item for funding to housing counseling service providers,
page 53.
 Added Appendix A, page A-1.
10/12/2021

Version 2 Published
 Changed the tense of the following sentence to past tense
as coordination has now occurred. “AFVPR has provided
information about the proposed plan and the program
offerings through PRHAP to housing counseling and
community-based organizations to solicit input and
feedback.”, page 31.
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 Added the sentence “This included an informal solicitation of
interest to HUD-certified Housing Counseling Agencies on
the island.”, page 31.
 Updated submission of HAF Plan date in Table 14 from
September 24, 2021 to September 27, 2021, page 38.
 Added the sentence “Funding is available to support
homeowners facing immediate threat of housing instability
due to delinquency of mortgage payments and other
homeownership costs.”, page 39.
 Added the sentences “HAF funding through the PRHAP is
not intended to supplant lender/servicer loss mitigation. The
PRHAP will collaborate with lenders/servicers to identify
borrowers who may not be eligible for loss mitigation
programs so that additional, focused outreach can be
undertaken to notify such borrowers of program funding
availability.”, page 39.
11/29/2021

Version 3 Published
Removed all mentions of the 21-month maximum assistance
cap from the following sections:
 Changed “Each cap is the lesser of a dollar amount or 21
months of assistance, whichever is reached first. If more
than one type of assistance is obtained, all combined
assistance cannot exceed $21,000 or 21 months of assistance
(whichever is reached first).” to “Each cap is the lesser of a
dollar amount. If more than one type of assistance is
obtained, all combined assistance cannot exceed $21,000.”
Page 40
 Changed “$21,000 or 21 months of assistance, whichever
occurs first,” to “$21,000 of assistance”. Page 40
 Changed “$3,000 or 21 months, whichever occurs first,” to
“$3,000 of assistance.”
 Changed “$9.000 or 21 months, whichever occurs first,” to
“$9.000 of assistance.”
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 Changed “This assistance is capped at $21,000 or 21 months
of assistance; whichever limit is reached first,” to “This
assistance is capped at $21,000.” Page 44
 Changed “If used as a standalone option, assistance is
capped at $21,000 or 21 months of assistance, whichever
occurs first. If combined with the First Mortgage
Reinstatement option, the total amount of assistance
cannot exceed $21,000 or 21 months of assistance, whichever
cap is reached first.” to “If used as a standalone option,
assistance is capped at $21,000. If combined with the First
Mortgage Reinstatement option, the total amount of
assistance cannot exceed $21,000.” Page 44
 Changed “Standalone assistance is capped at $9,000 or 21
months, whichever is reached first. If combined with the
First Mortgage Reinstatement option, the total amount of
assistance cannot exceed $21,000 or 21 months of assistance,
whichever is met first,” to “Standalone assistance is capped
at $9,000. If combined with the First Mortgage
Reinstatement option, the total amount of assistance
cannot exceed $21,000.” Page 44
 Changed “Awards for assistance may not exceed the
maximum assistance per household for the benefit type
(First Mortgage Reinstatement; Second Mortgage
Repayment; or Taxes, Insurance, and Homeownership Costs),
with total of all benefits not exceeding $21,000 or 21 months
of assistance,” to “Awards for assistance may not exceed the
maximum assistance per household for the benefit type
(First Mortgage Reinstatement; Second Mortgage
Repayment; or Taxes, Insurance, and Homeownership Costs),
with total of all benefits not exceeding $21,000.” Page 49
12/01/2022

Version 4 Published
 Edited definition of eligible homeowner, page xi.
 Edited definition of qualified expenses, page xi.
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 Removed reference to January 21, 2020 in reference to
delinquency and foreclosure requirements, page 39.
 Removed references to program only providing assistance
for expenses that arose after January 21, 2020, in subsection
Eligible PRHAP Expenses, page 41.
 Changed language to allow for payment of delinquencies
that arose prior to January 21, 2020, page 41 and 46.
 Added language under the Maximum Per Household
PRHAP Assistance subsection to explain that program caps
may be re-evaluated and changed at a later date, page 42.
 Expanded definition of qualifying financial hardship to allow
Homeowners who experienced a financial hardship after
January 21, 2020 including a hardship that began before
January 21, 2020, but continued after that date, page 47.
Updated response to public comment to address ability of
program to serve applicants with hardship and expenses
that pre-date January 21, 2020 when their hardship has
continued after that date, pages A-4, A-5, and A-9.
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Acronyms
ACS – U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey
AFVPR – Autoridad para el Financiamiento de la Vivienda de Puerto Rico
AMI – Area Median Income
ARP – American Rescue Plan Act of 2021
CDF – Common Data File
CRIM – Centro de Recaudacion de Ingresos Municipales
FHA – Federal Housing Administration
FY – Fiscal Year
HAF – Homeowner Assistance Fund
HFA – Housing Finance Agency
HUD – U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
MSA – Metropolitan Statistical Area
IRS – Internal Revenue Service
LIHEAP – Covid-19 Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program
LMI – Low- to Moderate-Income
NCSHA – National Council of State Housing Finance Agencies
OCIF – Oficina del Comisionado de Instituciones Financieras
P&I – Principal and Interest
PRASA – Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority
PREPA – Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority
PITI – Principal, interest, taxes, and insurance
PRHAP – Puerto Rico Homeowner Assistance Program
SNAP – Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program
TANF – Temporary Assistance for Needy Families
USDA – U.S. Department of Agriculture
VA – U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs
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Definitions
100% of the area median income for a household means two times the income
limit for very low-income families, for the relevant household size, as published by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in accordance
with 42 U.S.C. 1437a(b)(2) for purposes of the Homeowner Assistance Fund (HAF).
100% of the median income for the United States means the median income of
the United States as published by HUD for purposes of the HAF.
150% of the area median income for a household means three times the income
limit for very low-income families, for the relevant household size, as published by
HUD in accordance with 42 U.S.C. 1437a(b)(2) for purposes of the HAF.
Area median income (AMI) means the midpoint of a region’s income distribution,
meaning that half of the households in the region earn more than the median and
half earn less than the median. HUD defines and calculates different levels of AMI
for geographic areas across the country. HUD publishes income tables annually at
https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il.html.
Applicant means a person who starts an application for the Puerto Rico
Homeowner Assistance Program (PRHAP). Co-owners must be on the same
application and must not submit separate applications.
Application means the electronic form that an applicant must complete, including
any required certifications and supporting documentation, to participate in the
PRHAP.
Applicant award means the dollar value of all benefits for which an applicant may
qualify. It is outlined in an award notice.
Benefit means the program option or options for which an applicant may qualify;
for example, mortgage reinstatement assistance, second mortgage reinstatement
assistance, payment of past due taxes, insurance, homeowner/condominium
association fees, and/or utilities.
Call center representative and/or case manager means a PRHAP representative
available by phone to provide customer service support for application completion,
award acceptance, and general program information.
Conforming loan limit means the applicable limitation governing the maximum
original principal obligation of a mortgage secured by a single-family residence, a
mortgage secured by a two-family residence, a mortgage secured by a threefamily residence, or a mortgage secured by a four-family residence, as determined
and adjusted annually under section 302(b)(2) of the Federal National Mortgage
Association Charter Act (12 U.S.C. 1717(b)(2)) and section 305(a)(2) of the Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation Act (12 U.S.C. 1454(a)(2)).
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Dwelling means any building, structure, or portion thereof that is occupied as or
designed or intended for occupancy as a residence by one or more individuals.
Eligible Homeowner means a person or persons who own a dwelling and who has
experienced financial hardship after January 21, 2020, as well as those who
experienced a hardship that began before January 21, 2020, but whose financial
hardship continued after that date, and has income equal to or less than 150% of
the area median income.
Eligible property type means a dwelling owned and occupied as the primary
residence of the homeowner that is an owner-occupied single-family home (one
to four units), condominium, or manufactured/mobile home. Second homes and
other property types are not currently eligible property types for the PRHAP.
HAF Plan means the plan developed by Autoridad para el Financiamiento de la
Vivienda de Puerto Rico (AFVPR), as required by and submitted for approval to the
U.S. Department of the Treasury.
Housing obligation means a financial commitment for housing-related contracts,
goods, and services necessary to maintain ownership and occupancy of a dwelling.
These include payment of mortgage loan installments, mobile and manufactured
home loan installments, insurance (hazard, flood, and mortgage), homeowner or
condominium association fees, and real estate property taxes. Eligible housing
obligations related to loan-installment payments include principal, interest, taxes,
and insurance. Additionally, housing obligations include payment of utilities.
Mortgage means any credit transaction that is secured by a mortgage, deed of
trust, or other consensual security interest on a principal residence of a borrower
for an eligible property type. This includes federally backed, conventional, private,
and reverse mortgages. It also includes a loan secured by a manufactured home or
a contract for deed (also known as a land contract).
Pilot means the initial portion of the PRHAP open to targeted homeowners who
have mortgage loans serviced by AFVPR.
Qualified expenses are expenses for the purpose of preventing homeowner
mortgage delinquencies, homeowner mortgage defaults, homeowner mortgage
foreclosures, and displacement of homeowners experiencing financial hardship.
Qualified expenses under PRHAP are limited to homeowner mortgage
reinstatement assistance; mortgage payment assistance; and payment of
delinquent homeowners’ insurance, flood insurance, mortgage insurance,
homeowner or condominium association fees, real estate property taxes, and
utilities where such delinquency is the result of financial hardship experienced
after January 21, 2020, due to the coronavirus pandemic or whose financial
hardship began prior to January 21, 2020, but such hardship continued after that
date due to the pandemic. PRHAP funds may only be provided with respect to
qualified expenses related to the dwelling that is an eligible homeowner’s primary
residence.
Qualified financial hardship means a material reduction in income or material
increase in living expenses associated with the coronavirus pandemic that has
created or increased a risk of mortgage delinquency, mortgage default,
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foreclosure, loss of utilities or home energy services, or displacement for a
homeowner.
Socially disadvantaged individuals are those whose ability to purchase or own a
home has been impaired due to diminished access to credit on reasonable terms
as compared to others in comparable economic circumstances, based on
disparities in homeownership rates in the HAF participant’s jurisdiction as
documented by the U.S. Census. The impairment must stem from circumstances
beyond their control. Indicators of impairment under this definition may include
being a (1) member of a group that has been subjected to racial or ethnic prejudice
or cultural bias within American society, (2) resident of a majority-minority Census
tract; (3) individual with limited English proficiency; (4) resident of a U.S. territory,
Indian reservation, or Hawaiian Home Land, or (5) individual who lives in a
persistent-poverty county, meaning any county that has had 20% or more of its
population living in poverty over the past 30 years as measured by the three most
recent decennial censuses. In addition, an individual may be determined to be a
socially disadvantaged individual in accordance with a process developed by a HAF
participant for determining whether a homeowner is a socially disadvantaged
individual in accordance with applicable law, which may reasonably rely on selfattestations.
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Introduction
Section 3206 of the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 authorized the Homeowner
Assistance Fund (HAF), which provides $9.9 billion to states, including the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico, to assist homeowners that have experienced the
greatest hardships as result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Applicable funding uses
include delinquent mortgage payments to minimize foreclosures and reduce
housing instability resulting from financial hardship induced by the COVID-19
pandemic.
The U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury) allocated funds based on
homeowner need as of the date of enactment (March 11, 2021) and as determined
by reference to (1) the average number of unemployed individuals over a period of
no fewer than three months and no more than 12 months and (2) the total number
of mortgagors with (a) mortgage payments that are more than 30 days past due
or (b) mortgages in foreclosure. Pursuant to these guidelines, the HAF allocation
for Puerto Rico is $75,637,542.
On April 14, 2021, Treasury released “Homeowner Assistance Fund Guidance” (HAF
Guidance) that outlined policy guidelines for states’ HAF programs. This included
a description of qualified expenses, eligibility criteria, and protocols for HAF Plan
submission to the Treasury for approval. Treasury updated the guidance on August
2, 2021, to clarify program terms and expand interpretation of eligibility
requirements.
Autoridad para el Financiamiento de la Vivienda de Puerto Rico (AFVPR) will
manage Puerto Rico’s HAF program, which will be known as the Puerto Rico
Homeowner Assistance Program (PRHAP). The program has been designed using
the most recent (i.e., August 2, 2021) Treasury HAF Guidance.
Treasury has made 10% of Puerto Rico’s award available to PRHFA for a pilot
program, planning, and administration costs. AFVPR will implement a PRHAP Pilot
within its own loan portfolio to test the efficacy of the overall program design in
meeting Treasury goals and identified priorities within this HAF Plan.

Economic Impact of COVID-19 on Puerto
Rico
The COVID-19 pandemic and related economic impacts have had a compounding
effect on Puerto Rico. The far-reaching impacts of COVID-19 have been magnified
on the island as the pandemic is the most recent in a long line of disaster events
causing high-impact economic shock. Puerto Rico has suffered from a severe and
prolonged economic downturn, “with GDP, population, and employment all on a
downward trend since 2006 when a tax incentive for manufacturers—Section
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936—was phased out.”1 This resulted in a significant decline in employment
opportunities.2 Add to this trend a series of devastating natural disasters and the
ongoing pandemic, and the economic outlook for many Puerto Rico citizens has
become dire.
The island is still in the process of recovering from both Hurricanes Irma and Maria,
which devastated the island in 2017. Furthermore, at the end of 2019, the island was
also hit by the strongest chain of earthquakes the island has seen in decades. These
events left widespread physical destruction of homes, businesses, and
infrastructure in their wakes, with each subsequent event creating additional
financial and economic stress on the communities and people of Puerto Rico.
The ongoing health crisis that began in late 2019 and subsequent quarantines and
economic shutdowns have created cascading effects throughout Puerto Rico. This
has led many Puerto Ricans who have managed to stay financially afloat through
the 2017–2019 disasters into financial hardship and further depressed those already
under financial strain because of these disasters.
In addition to the economic, health, and community impacts, the pandemic has
caused major turmoil both for electric and water utility system providers and end
users. Both the Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority (PRASA) and the Puerto
Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) have reported in their respective fiscal plans
that ongoing economic contraction, population decline, natural disaster, and the
COVID-19 pandemic have resulted in complications for maintenance, distribution,
bill collection, interruption of capital projects, and increased unforeseen
operational expenses.
Based on the 2021 Fiscal Plan for Puerto Rico, the pandemic has caused more than
“2,000 deaths and a spike in unemployment due to impacts on the tourism
industry and government lockdowns put in place to curb the spread of the
disease.”3 Around 460,000 individuals have been unemployed, which is twice the
number of individuals who were unemployed before the pandemic.4 With an
unemployment rate of 8.3%, per-capita personal income has also decreased by
1.7%; however, as of June 2021, the unemployment rate went down to 8.1%.5 Figure
1 illustrates the declining unemployment rate.

Federal Reserve Bank of New York. “Puerto Rico.” Accessed online August 31, 2021.
https://www.newyorkfed.org/regional-economy/profiles/puertorico.
2
Ibid.
3
Financial Oversight and Management Board of Puerto Rico. 2021. Restoring Growth and
Prosperity: 2021 Fiscal Plan for Puerto Rico. Accessed online August 31, 2021. FOMB-FiscalPlan-Commonwealth-FY2021-Certified-on-April-23-2021.pdf; page 28.
4
ibid.
5
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Data Puerto Rico, August 2021,
https://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LASST720000000000003?amp%253bdata_tool=XGtable&ou
tput_view=data&include_graphs=true
1
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Figure 1: Puerto Rico Unemployment Rate, June 2011–June 2021 (Bureau of
Labor Statistics)
Unemployment is unevenly distributed across the island. Some municipalities
(municipios) have unemployment rates as low as five percent, while, in others, the
rate is as high as 15%, as reported through June 2021. As shown in Figure 2, the
highest concentration of unemployed individuals as of June 2021 is in the western
region of Puerto Rico.
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Figure 2: Puerto Rico Unemployment by Municipality6
Income has an inverse relationship to unemployment, meaning that, where
unemployment is high, income is low and vice versa. Of the 1,192,654 households in
Puerto Rico, 1,087,330 (91%) have household incomes below $75,000 per year, per
the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS). With the U.S. median
income for 2021 at $79,900, a majority of the island has income well below the
national median, which is both a function of depressed economic opportunity and
high unemployment rates. Further unemployment tends to be highest in areas
with strong agriculture ties and those heavily reliant on tourism. Both industries
are highly seasonal, often low-wage, and were severely affected by COVID-19.

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. “Databases, tables& calculators by subject” [Puerto Rico].
Accessed online August 31, 2021.
https://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LASST720000000000003?amp%253bdata_tool=XGtable&ou
tput_view=data&include_graphs=true
6
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Needs Assessment
Treasury requires that grantees engage in an assessment of need and develop a
HAF Plan that has been informed by the Needs Assessment for submittal, review,
and approval. The Needs Assessment requirement instructs a data-driven analysis
to identify homeowners most vulnerable to mortgage delinquency, default,
foreclosures, loss of utilities, and displacement as a result of the financial impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Needs Assessment process that AFVPR has undertaken includes the required
data analysis (trends disaggregated by demographic categories and geographic
areas where applicable). This included coordination with bankers, loan servicers,
and community organizations to obtain the best possible information on which to
design a program that will meet homeowner needs with the limited funding
available. The resulting analysis indicates that mortgage delinquency rates range
from 5% to 17% across Puerto Rico’s municipios. The total estimated serviceable
loans under the PRHAP are 17,608, roughly half of the 35,126 currently delinquent
loans on the island.7 This number is based on assumptions about homeowner
“fallout” rates. “Fallout” refers to homeowners who choose not to seek assistance,
begin to apply for assistance but do not finish the process, withdraw or become
inactive, or otherwise do not meet program requirements. This estimated number
is also highly dependent upon the final average cost of assistance for which each
homeowner qualifies.

Data Analysis
AFVPR has analyzed demographics, economic conditions, and risk factors for
housing instability for Puerto Rico at the municipio level. The level of investigation
has been determined by the availability of data sources, provided in Table 1.
Municipio-level data gives the most comprehensive coverage of the island with the
least room for error. While municipio-level aggregation of data was available from
multiple sources, the detailed loan-performance data secured from third-party
housing provider BlackKnight was the most robust. While the AFVPR loan portfolio
dataset provides comparable loan performance information at the municipio level,
there are known differences in some loan variables that make the BlackKnight
data more suitable for application to all Puerto Rico loans for analysis.

7 McDash Loan-Level Mortgage Performance Primary Dataset, July 2021
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Table 1: Data Sources Analyzed to Assess Need in Puerto Rico
Aggrega
Name

Source

Date

tion

Description

Website

Level
1

Demographic
Data

U.S. Census
Bureau’s
American
Community
Survey

Municipio,
ZIP Code

2015–
2019

2

CHAS Data

Municipio,
Census
Tract

2013–
2017

3

McDash LoanLevel
Mortgage
Performance
Primary
Dataset

U.S.
Department
of Housing
and Urban
Development
BlackKnight

Municipio

July
2021

4

McDash LoanLevel
Mortgage
Performance
Supplemental
Dataset

BlackKnight

ZIP Code

July
2021

5

Unemployme
nt Numbers

Municipio

June
2021

6

Autoridad
para el
Financiamient
o de la
Vivienda de
Puerto Rico
(AFVPR) Loan
Portfolio

Bureau of
Labor
Statistics
AFV

Individual
loan level

July
2021

2

Homeowner
counts,
race/ethnicity,
median income,
metropolitan
statistical areas
(urban/rural)
Area median
income housing
data

https://www2.census.g
ov/geo/tiger/TIGER_DP
/2019ACS/

Loan data from
banks
(approximately
80% of residential
loans in Puerto
Rico); values
extrapolated to
approximate 100%
coverage;
municipio-level
data includes loan
type, property type,
forbearance,
delinquency data
Loan data from
banks representing
approximately 80%
of residential loans
in Puerto Rico;
values are
extrapolated to
approximated 100%
coverage; ZIP
Code-level data
includes only
delinquency
Unemployment
figures

Bulk download

Full portfolio of
AFVPR loans,
including
delinquency data,
loan type, and
other key fields

Bulk download

https://www.huduser.g
ov/portal/datasets/cp.h
tml

Bulk download

https://www.bls.gov/lau
/tables.htm
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Aggrega
Name

Source

tion

Date

Description

Website

Level
7

Puerto Rico
Loan Servicer
Data

Oriental Bank,
Banco
Popular

Individual
loan level

July–
Augus
t 2021

Servicers provided
lists of delinquent
loans including
loan type,
delinquency
amount and time,
forbearance, and
lien position

Bulk download

Based on the available data, AFVPR recommends conducting the outreach and
targeting analysis at the municipio level rather than the ZIP Code level for the
following reasons:



The BlackKnight data at the ZIP Code level includes only loan counts and
delinquency and/or foreclosure status. Forbearance status, loan type, and
property type are not included, while they are available for municipios.



The percentage of loans with “unknown” ZIP Codes is very high (14.6%)
compared to municipio (<1%). This limits the confidence interval in
ascertaining the ZIP Codes with the highest delinquency rates. This
confidence is much stronger with municipios.



The Census Bureau only provides geographies for 131 ZIP Codes in Puerto
Rico, meaning 41 of the ZIP Codes in the Black Knight data will not have
matching fields in census data or maps and may be associated with a post
office box. Additionally, there are many gaps in the ZIP Code maps where
no geography exists. Figure 3 shows municipio boundaries in grey, ZIP Code
boundaries in red, and white areas where no ZIP Code geography exists.



Most ZIP Codes fall within a single municipio. The loss of granularity in some
urban areas resulting from the use of municipio-level analysis is more than
offset by the inclusion of additional data fields and greater confidence in
the fidelity of the data at the municipio level.



Providing services and allocation of federal subsidies in Puerto Rico are
primarily organized by municipio.

Figure 3: Map of Puerto Rico Demonstrating Gaps for ZIP Code–Level Data
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The goals of the analysis were to identify variation across the island related to
housing characteristics and potential risk for housing instability and to enable
informed, strategic decisions about how to meet the housing needs of
homeowners while simultaneously achieving the intent of Treasury, as described
in the HAF Guidance.
AFVPR notes that there are several factors that can affect determination of need
as laid out by Treasury. Specifically, whether a homeowner is socially
disadvantaged, has income at or below 100% of the area median income (AMI) (or
national median income, whichever is greater), and delinquency and forbearance
rates have informed other state methodologies for targeting need. However, in
Puerto Rico, the entire population meets the definition of socially disadvantaged
(“resident of a U.S. territory”), and household income is generally at or below the
national median income.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has issued HAF–
specific income limits available at https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/hafil.html. An examination of the income limits for Puerto Rico demonstrates that the
national median income is greater than the 100% AMI standard across the island;
therefore, this will be the standard applied for the PRHAP. As such, most Puerto
Rican households will also meet this income criterion. Figure 4 describes the AMI
for Puerto Rico in 2021, which ranges from $20,200 to $30,200, with the lowest AMI
areas concentrated in the west and center of the island and on the municipio
islands of Vieques and Culebra to the east. This data was provided by the published
HUD Income Limit requirements for the HAF program.8

Office of Policy Development and Research. “HUD Homeowner Assistance Fund income
limits.” Accessed online August 31, 2021. https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/hafil.html
8
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Figure 4: Area Median Income Distribution by Municipio per
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Homeowner Assistance
Fund Income Limits
Even using the higher income limits of 150% of AMI, per Treasury income-limit
requirement, the distribution across Puerto Rico municipios ranges between
$34,600 and $49,600 below the U.S. median income (also referred to as national
median income). The U.S. median income for 2021 is $79,900.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference between the national median income and that
of each of the municipios. The dollar values expressed in the legend are the range
of dollars below the national median income. Interestingly, the AMI by municipio
clusters tightly, cutting diagonally across the island, with higher differences
between the two occurring from the western side of Puerto Rico eastward to
central and southeastern portions of the island, along with Vieques and Culebra.
The difference in this area ranges from $43,70.01 to $49,600.00 below the $79,900
national median income. There is a smaller difference ($34,460–$43,750), though
still significantly lower than the national median income, across the north central
to eastern-southeastern portions of the island.

5
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Figure 5: Difference between 150% AMI in Puerto Rico and the National
Median Income
Given that the demographic and economic characteristics are more
homogeneous across the island than in many mainland states, these factors would
not be effective weighting criteria in a modeling exercise to determine loan risk.
Forbearance as an indicator of risk of mortgage default is a concern, with
conventional wisdom indicating that those coming out of forbearance may
automatically fall into an accelerated delinquency rate and/or default status.
However, widening loss mitigation options are available for homeowners coming
out of forbearance. Furthermore, homeowners exiting forbearance with mortgage
arrearages and without loss mitigation in place will be part of future delinquency
counts. Therefore, AFVPR has used delinquency as a proxy for loan risk, and
therefore need, in each municipio. (Distribution of delinquency is further discussed
on pages 11–13.)

Demographic Characteristics of Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico has a population of nearly 3.3 million people, comprising roughly 1.2
million households.9 This includes more than 76,000 veterans and a population of
9 US. Census Bureau. “QuickFacts: Puerto Rico.” Accessed online August 31, 2021.
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/PR/POP010220
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nearly 15% of people under the age of 65 with a disability.10 The current population
counts represent a 14.3% decline over the past 10 years.11 The San Juan-Caguas area
is the largest of the island’s seven metropolitan areas. Figure 6 shows distribution
of population by municipio.

Figure 6: Population Distribution across Puerto Rico
With roughly 75% of the population located in metropolitan areas, it is best to use
metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) to delineate classification of urban versus
rural areas, rather than using geographical attributes. Although this approach is
not as detailed as a land use map, it provides a general perspective of these
categories across the island using the same granularity level. By linking cities and
surrounding communities through social and economic factors, the rural-versusurban designation using MSAs allows AFVPR to evaluate related statistical data of
specific geographic areas.
Figure 7 shows the MSA-level breakout of rural versus urban areas across Puerto
Rico.

10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
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Figure 7: Urban versus Rural Municipios
The rate of homeownership (owner-occupied housing units) from 2015-2019 is
68.1% with median home value of $11,500 for the same time period.12 Household
median income for the period 2015–2019 (in 2019 dollars) is $20,539, with per capita
income reported at $12,914 and a poverty rate of 43.5%13 Figure 8 shows the
distribution of median household income over the past 12 months for people aged
45–64. Median incomes are highest in the municipios of Guaynabo and Trujillo Alto,
with the surrounding municipios all having higher median income than the rest of
the island.

12
13

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Figure 8: Distribution of Median Income by Municipio

Home Loan Status in Puerto Rico
Nationally, the mortgage delinquency rate of 7.97% total and 8.65% past due
(delinquency plus foreclosure) for single-family one- to four-unit residential
properties peaked in the second quarter of 2020 and fell to a seasonally adjusted
rate of 5.47% of all outstanding loans in quarter two of 2021.14 The Mortgage Bankers
Association attributes the improvement to increased employment and economic
conditions, as well as the increased availability of loss mitigation/home retention
options that are available after forbearance.15 Though Puerto Rico’s home loan
delinquency rates are also trending downward, rates for the same periods were
significantly higher than the national average.
Puerto Rico had a residential mortgage delinquency rate of 14.07% by the end of
the first quarter of 2020. First quarter 2021 mortgage delinquency, as reported in
the Oficina del Comisionado de Instituciones Financieras (OCIF) 2008–2021
Mortgage Delinquency Report, indicates that 11.6% (43,743) of mortgages on the

14
15

Mortgage Bankers Association Q2 National Delinquency Survey, 2021.
Ibid.
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island are 30, 60, or 90 days delinquent, with the majority (72% or 31,510) of these at
the 90-day mark.16 See Figure 9.

Figure 9: Puerto Rico Residential Mortgage Loan Portfolio Delinquency,
August 2008–202117 from the Oficina del Comisionado de Instituciones
Financieras
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the geographic distribution of mortgage delinquency
rates across the island, both those that are 30 to 89 days delinquent and those that
are more than 90 days delinquent respectively. The highest rates of serious
delinquency (more than 90 days) are in Maricao, Guanica, Cataño, Carolina, Loiza,
and Vieques.

Economic Development Bank for Puerto Rico, January 2021. Data compilation: Economic
Development Bank, Office of Economic Studies.
17
2008–2021 Puerto Rico Mortgage Delinquency Report. Accessed online August 31, 2021.
https://ocif.pr.gov/DatosEstadisticos/Datos%20Estadisticos/Mortgage%20Delinquency%20
Report.pdf
16
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Figure 10: Mortgage Delinquency (30–89 Days) by Municipio

Figure 11: Mortgage Delinquency (90 Days or More) by Municipio
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Foreclosure represents about 2.76% of all housing loan transactions. Culebra is the
municipio with the highest rate of homeowners in foreclosure, followed by 13
municipios primarily located on the eastern portion of the island (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Foreclosure Rates as of July 2021 across Puerto Rico
The latest data from OCIF’s Loss Mitigation Activity Report provides insight into the
breakdown of loss mitigation activity in Puerto Rico through April 2021. This report
indicates that there are a total of 9,018 mortgage loans in some form of loss
mitigation, with 59.4% (5,357) in special forbearance due to the moratorium.18 Using
data available through BlackKnight, distribution of forbearance can be illustrated
(see Figure 13).
Note that the most current BlackKnight data (through July 2021) differ from those
reported through the OCIF April 2021 report. Several factors can account for this
difference. The most obvious difference is time, with BlackKnight containing
additional recent data covering April through July 2021, whereas the OCIF report is
a quarterly report through April. Second, during this period, homeowners had new
loss-mitigation options come online and available to them through servicers to
support their continued recovery. Third, employment and economic outlook,
though not particularly strong, have improved as well. Lastly, the OFIC data and
Oficina del Comisionado de Instituciones Financieras. “Loss mitigation activity report.”
Accessed online August 31, 2021.
https://ocif.pr.gov/DatosEstadisticos/Datos%20Estadisticos/Loss%20Mitigation%20Activity%
20Report.pdf
18
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BlackKnight data are aggregated at different levels, and OFIC percentage
calculations exclude an additional 16,848 non-accruals, 6,475 bankruptcies, and
10,912 loans in foreclosure.19

Figure 13: Forbearance Rates across Puerto Rico
Table 2 breaks down homeownership characteristics across Puerto Rico based on
homeowner counts in the 2019 Census ACS data and data that is current through
July 2021. Across the island, there are 812,625 recorded homeowners, roughly 43%
(349,707) of whom have a home loan. Combined, the delinquency and foreclosure
rate for these 349,707 loans is currently 10.07%, a slight improvement over the OCIF
April reported 11.6% (which excluded foreclosures).

19

Ibid.
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Table 2: Puerto Rico Homeownership, Delinquency, and Foreclosure through
July 2021

Loan Type and
Delinquency
Conventional
Loans
Federal Housing
Administration
Loans
U.S. Department
of Agriculture
Loans
U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs
Loans
Other Loan Types
Total Loans

Count

Percentage
of all Loans

Delinquent
Loans

Percentage
of All Loans
(Delinquent
Loans Only)

188,748

53.97%

18,646

5.33%

117,478

33.59%

12,546

3.59%

25,599

7.32%

1,033

0.30%

11,990

3.43%

948

0.27%

5,892
349,707

1.68%
100%

2,043
35,216

0.58%
10.07%

A closer look at the total mortgage and home loan data reveals conventional loans
and Federal Housing Administration (FHA) loans make up the vast majority of all
home loan types at a combined 87.56% and represent the largest share of
delinquency of all loans at a combined 8.92%. Delinquent U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) loans make up the smallest cohort of loan types, representing
0.27% of total loans, comparable to delinquent U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) loans, which make up 0.30% of total loans (see Table 2).
Within each loan type, delinquency rates are highest for loans other than
conventional, FHA, USDA and VA at 34.67% (2,043 delinquencies out of 5,892 loans),
whereas they are lowest for USDA loans at 4.04% (1,033 loans out of 25,599). See
Table 3 for a breakdown of delinquency rates within each loan type.
Table 3: Puerto Rico Delinquency Percentage by Loan Type through July 2021
Loan Type

Total Loans

Delinquent
Loans

Percent
Delinquent

Conventional Loans
Federal Housing
Administration
Loans
U.S. Department of
Agriculture Loans
U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs
Loans
Other Loan Types
Total Loans

188,748

18,646

9.88%

117,478

12,546

10.68%

25,599

1,033

4.04%

11,990

948

7.91%

5,892
349,707

2,043
35,216

34.67%
10.07%
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Table 4 provides statistics on loan types for all municipios in Puerto Rico broken
out to show the difference between rural and urban areas. Percentages of loan
types are based on loan type composition counts compared to total loans (349,707)
reported in the BlackKnight data.
Table 4: Distribution of Loan Types in the Autoridad para el Financiamiento de
la Vivienda de Puerto Rico Mortgage Loan Portfolio
U.S.
Department
of
Agriculture
(USDA)

U.S.
Department
of Veterans
Affairs (VA)

Other

Total Rural
Municipios

Conventional

Federal
Housing
Administration
(FHA)

7

1.10%

1.03%

0.54%

0.12%

0.10%

Total Urban
Municipios

Conventional

FHA

USDA

VA

Other

71

52.87%

32.56%

6.78%

3.31%

1.59%

The series of figures below illustrate the geographic distribution of delinquency for
all loans and by loan type. Furthermore, AFVPR’s interactive web map is a tool
available for visual analysis of delinquency rates by municipio. It can be found by
following the link below and has multivariate views resulting from the layering of
data available through menu options. The map can be accessed at:
https://iem.maps.arcgis.com/apps/instant/interactivelegend/index.html?appid=e9
840334c93f41b1bb6bfad671cb5514.
Figure 14 shows delinquency rates among all loans across the island. The highest
rates are in the municipios of Maricao, Vieques, and Culebra with a strong pocket
of delinquency on the far eastern side of the island.
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Figure 14: Distribution of All Delinquent Loans
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Conventional loan delinquency rates trend closely with the overall mortgage
delinquency distribution as seen by comparing Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 15: Percent Delinquency of Conventional Loans by Municipio
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USDA

loan

delinquency

distribution

(

Figure 16) is significantly different than that of the overall loan delinquency (Figure
14Error! Reference source not found.). Delinquency for this loan type is spread
fairly evenly, with less dense clustering of significantly delinquent loans than the
overall loan delinquency rates. The lowest rates are in the municipios of Mayaguez,
Las Marias, Camuy, Orocovis, Toa Baja, Cataño, Carolina, and Maunabo.
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Figure 16: Percentage of Delinquent U.S. Department of Agriculture Loans by
Municipio
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VA loan delinquency rates are highest in the municipios of Maricao and Guanica (
Figure 17).

Figure 17: Delinquency Rates of U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs Loans by
Municipio
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FHA loan delinquency (
Figure 18Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.) trends most similarly to
overall loan delinquency (Figure 14), with high delinquency rates clustering on the
eastern side of the island.

Figure 18: Federal Home Administration Loan Delinquency Rates by Municipio
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Loan types other than conventional, USDA, VA, and FHA have a fairly even
distribution across the island. Adjuntas is the only municipio without any
delinquent loans in the “other” category (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Delinquency Rates by Municipio for Loans Other than Conventional,
U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, and
Federal Housing Administration Loans

AFVPR’s Mortgage Loan Servicing Portfolio
Status
AFVPR’s loan servicing portfolio includes only conventional loan types categorized
as first and second mortgages. The portfolio includes 6,679 total loans, with 41
percent (2,743) in a delinquent status. Of the delinquent loans, 2,315 loans are
delinquent by 18 months or less (34.7% of the total). The reason the 18-month
marker has been chosen as a status marker for program data analysis is that
Treasury Department Guidance specifically references January 21, 2020, as the
onset of possible financial consequences of the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Though 21 months have elapsed since January 2020, the most recently available
data sources are current through May to July 2021. This provides roughly 18 months’
worth of information for analysis.
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Though the August 2, 2021, Treasury Guidance has been updated to include
hardships that began prior to January 21, 2020, but which have continued after that
date, AFVPR has chose to implement a hardship standard for its PRHAP assistance
options where January 21, 2020, is the cutoff point to maximize the number of
homeowners to whom assistance will be available. As this Needs Assessment and
HAF Plan are being developed in August 2021, 21 months have already passed.
The highest rate of delinquency for loans in arrears 18 months or less is Loiza at
69.2%, followed by Arroyo at 54.5%, Barceloneta at 53.1%, Patillas at 52.9%, and
Adjuntas, Añasco, and Coamo each at 50%.20 See Table 5 for a list of delinquency by
municipio for loans in the AFVPR portfolio, listed alphabetically.
Table 5: Mortgage Delinquency for Loans in the Autoridad para el
Financiamiento de la Vivienda de Puerto Rico Portfolio where Delinquency is
18 months or less

20

Municipio

Total Loans

Adjuntas

4

Number of
Delinquent
Loans (18
months or
less)
2

Aguada

27

7

25.9%

Aguadilla

24

7

29.2%

Aguas Buenas

24

11

45.8%

Aibonito

19

5

26.3%

Delinquency
Percentage
50.0%

Añasco

6

3

50.0%

Arecibo

77

26

33.8%

Arroyo

22

12

54.5%

Barceloneta

32

17

53.1%

Barranquitas

15

6

40.0%

Bayamon

599

227

37.9%

Cabo Rojo

110

30

27.3%

Caguas

419

132

31.5%

Camuy

23

8

34.8%

Canovanas

163

58

35.6%

Carolina

496

184

37.1%

Cataño

38

8

21.1%

Cayey

111

34

30.6%

Ceiba

42

15

35.7%

Ciales

3

0

0.0%

Cidra

45

17

37.8%

Coamo

36

18

50.0%

Comerio

17

6

35.3%

AFVPR Mortgage Loan Service Portfolio Data, July 2021.
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Municipio

Total Loans

Corozal

30

Number of
Delinquent
Loans (18
months or
less)
13

Dorado

82

32

39.0%

Fajardo

107

39

36.4%

Florida

6

2

33.3%

Guanica

7

3

42.9%

Guayama

54

17

31.5%

Guayanilla

7

2

28.6%

Guaynabo

281

109

38.8%

Gurabo

70

29

41.4%

Hatillo

15

4

26.7%

Hormigueros

42

15

35.7%

Humacao

78

26

33.3%

Jayuya

62

17

27.4%

Juana Diaz

66

28

42.4%

Juncos

86

29

33.7%

Delinquency
Percentage
43.3%

Lajas

8

2

25.0%

Lares

24

6

25.0%

Las Marias

2

0

0.0%

Las Piedras

92

44

47.8%

Loiza

26

18

69.2%

Luquillo

32

15

46.9%

Manati

82

29

35.4%

Maricao

1

0

0.0%

Maunabo

37

6

16.2%

Mayaguez

44

13

29.5%

Moca

4

1

25.0%

Morovis

35

15

42.9%

Naguabo

93

37

39.8%

Naranjito

13

5

38.5%

Orocovis

4

0

0.0%

Patillas

17

9

52.9%

Peñuelas

20

2

10.0%

Ponce

401

101

25.2%

Quebradillas

3

0

0.0%

Rincon

7

3

42.9%

Rio Grande

152

69

45.4%

Sabana
Grande

16

3

18.8%
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Municipio

Total Loans

Salinas

35

Number of
Delinquent
Loans (18
months or
less)
12

San German

28

10

35.7%

San Juan

896

300

33.5%

San Lorenzo

64

21

32.8%

San Sebastian

18

4

22.2%

Santa Isabel

79

21

26.6%

Toa Alta

218

73

33.5%

Delinquency
Percentage
34.3%

Toa Baja

388

115

29.6%

Trujillo Alto

199

85

42.7%

Utuado

15

5

33.3%

Vega Alta

68

28

41.2%

Vega Baja

134

45

33.6%

Vieques

1

0

0.0%

Villalba

13

3

23.1%

Yabucoa

24

3

12.5%

Yauco

41

14

34.1%

Totals

6,679

2,315

34.7%
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Figure 20 demonstrates the rate of delinquency within the AFVPR loan servicing
portfolio across the island, providing a visual understanding of the data presented
in Table 5.
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Figure 20: Delinquency Rates by Municipio for Autoridad para el
Financiamiento de la Vivienda de Puerto Rico Mortgage Loans
Assessing the total dollar value of eligible mortgage delinquency by municipio in
the AFVPR portfolio, $1,694,122.87 is currently outstanding. AFVPR has used this
information along with the total months of delinquency for all borrowers 18 months
or less delinquent by municipio to demonstrate delinquency based on total
outstanding dollar value and number of months delinquent (highest to lowest)
(see Table 6).
Table 6: Sum of Dollar Value in Delinquency 18 Months or Less and Total
Number of Months Delinquent across Delinquent Borrowers for All Municipios

Municipio

Sum of Dollars Delinquent:
Total Principal and Interest
Plus Taxes and Insurance
($0 if current)

Count of
Months
Delinquent

San Juan

$202,956.77

857

Bayamon
Carolina

$151,889.55
$116,796.72

583
487
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Municipio

Sum of Dollars Delinquent:
Total Principal and Interest
Plus Taxes and Insurance
($0 if current)

Count of
Months
Delinquent

Caguas
Ponce
Toa Baja
Guaynabo
Toa Alta
Trujillo Alto
Rio Grande
Canovanas
Vega Baja
Cayey
Cabo Rojo
Fajardo
Las Piedras
Juncos
Manati
Dorado
Humacao
Arecibo
Naguabo
Santa Isabel
Gurabo
Vega Alta
San Lorenzo
Juana Diaz
Jayuya
Guayama
Cidra
Mayaguez
Yauco
Hormigueros
Ceiba
Maunabo
Cataño
Coamo
Morovis
Barceloneta
Luquillo
Salinas
Corozal

$99,251.40
$70,078.93
$59,994.60
$84,013.36
$37,969.93
$56,331.03
$75,462.12
$47,990.01
$29,392.59
$15,839.86
$28,657.67
$16,676.07
$54,034.77
$25,588.80
$16,723.14
$14,251.17
$14,448.22
$20,424.62
$50,072.56
$20,002.21
$21,490.93
$21,372.39
$17,722.55
$43,960.23
$14,562.25
$19,986.42
$14,856.38
$8,128.71
$9,014.16
$19,054.46
$7,944.04
$2,322.18
$5,642.94
$24,190.87
$5,606.38
$13,799.09
$10,163.51
$7,500.44
$8,608.84

398
343
300
273
211
198
143
139
129
107
100
97
88
81
81
78
76
75
74
70
67
65
63
59
59
50
44
43
40
37
37
37
36
35
32
31
31
30
29
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Municipio
San German
Loiza
Aguada
Aguas
Buenas
Yabucoa
Arroyo
Aguadilla
Lares
Camuy
Aibonito
San
Sebastian
Comerio
Patillas
Sabana
Grande
Hatillo
Peñuelas
Barranquitas
Utuado
Naranjito
Villalba
Lajas
Rincon
Guayanilla
Guanica
Florida
Añasco
Moca
Orocovis
Adjuntas
Quebradillas
Ciales
Las Marias
Maricao
Vieques
Total

Sum of Dollars Delinquent:
Total Principal and Interest
Plus Taxes and Insurance
($0 if current)

Count of
Months
Delinquent

$9,700.47
$10,815.42
$5,940.46
$6,794.78

28
25
25
23

$950.75
$9,977.78
$4,789.69
$4,365.32
$8,253.09
$1,650.96
$ 2,820.39

23
22
22
22
21
19
18

$1,914.38
$3,634.37
$3,465.69

17
16
16

$2,957.97
$1,031.85
$4,996.51
$2,614.02
$3,116.49
$1,306.66
$1,031.85
$6,836.10
$481.53
$2,132.49
$648.95
$5,539.85
$68.79
$$1,513.38
$$$$$$1,694,122.87

15
15
14
14
13
12
8
7
7
6
6
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
6,251
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Utilities
Between the downturn in economic conditions that began over a decade ago, a
series of natural disasters, and the pandemic, Puerto Rico’s economy,
communities, and households have experienced significant financial hardship. The
basic provision of utility service is critical to continued long-term recovery on the
island. Though the transmission and delivery of water and electrical services are
the purview of the Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority (PRASA) and the
Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA)/LUMA Energy LLC, supporting
households across the island through utility arrearage payoff is also a critical need.

Electricity
PREPA was created by an Enabling Act 1941 as the sole public utility provider for
the island. (It was known as the Puerto Rico Water Resources Authority until 1979.)
In 2016, the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act
(PROMESA) was enacted to establish a financial oversight board to assist the
Puerto Rican government in managing its debt, including that of public
corporations such as PREPA.21 PREPA was owed $1.75 billion by the end of
September 2014, with $400 million of that in inactive accounts alone.22
Delayed capital projects keep the system vulnerable
to disruption and increase rates. A lack of long-term
planning results in PREPA’s system being
technologically outdated, operationally inefficient,
and heavily reliant on an unreliable, high-cost, highly
volatile, and highly polluting oil-fired generation fleet.
Historic delays in vegetation management and
routine maintenance make the system unreliable
every day—35 to 45% of all service outages in 2016
were caused by tree trimming conditions.
Macroeconomic challenges, including a declining
population and stagnant economy further negatively
affect PREPA’s financial condition. The dependence
on
outdated
generation,
transmission
and
distribution systems and low operational efficiency
has resulted in high electricity rates. Puerto Rico’s
ratepayers spend a higher share of income on
electricity service than most US ratepayers for service
with reliability that falls in the bottom quartile of peer
utilities.23
Add to this a series of natural disasters from hurricanes to earthquakes and, most
recently, the COVID-19 pandemic, the utility infrastructure has further suffered and
114th Congress of the United States, H.R. 5271, 2016. Accessed online August 31, 2021.
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/5278/text
22
Walton, R., Puerto Rico’s electric utility owed $1.75 billion, Utility Dive, 2014,
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/puerto-ricos-electric-utility-owed-175-billion/334776/
23
Autoridad de Energia Electrica. 2021. FOMB Certified 2021 Fiscal Plan for the Puerto Rico
Electric Power Authority, p. 16. Accessed online August 31, 2021.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dXFJldZpOIsAObMZDBd7T2P3j2xMPaal/view
21
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so has the economic condition of the communities it serves. “In January 2020 key
PREPA generation assets were damaged by a 6.4 magnitude earthquake. More
recently, the ongoing Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) pandemic has further
delayed much needed system maintenance and improvements and adversely
impacted collections.”24
Though PREPA operations and management of the transmission and distribution
system are under transition to a selected private operator (LUMA Energy, LLC) and
steps to modernize the utility system are underway, power reliability on the island
is still spotty. This results in customers experiencing frequent outages that are
“nearly 9 times more service interruptions than” their counterparts on the U.S.
mainland and enduring outages “nearly 9 times longer” than mainland customers.
25
Currently, 1.5 million customers are being served, 95% of whom are residential
and account for only 40% of the electricity demand.26
On average, Puerto Rico’s consumers pay more for
electricity relative to their income than consumers in
any U.S. state. Based on 2019 rates of 21 c/kWh, for
households earning the median Puerto Rico income,
the yearly electricity bill amounted to 7% share of
wallet, subsidies notwithstanding. This is significantly
higher compared to U.S. mainland states, where
households with median income pay between 1.7% to
3.8% of their yearly income for electricity. Low-income
households are disproportionately affected by the
current rate structure. Share of wallet for low-income
ratepayers amounts to nearly 13% before subsidies
and is reduced to ~6% after accounting for subsidies.
For middle- and high-income customers share of
wallet amounts to approximately ~3.7% and ~1.8% of
median household income in these income
brackets.27
Though energy costs are projected to be lower in the next 10 years for the average
household through mass scale improvements to the electric system and transition
of operation of the transmission and distribution system to LUMA, as well as other
structural, organizational, and operational efficiencies, the current rate of utility
delinquency for homeowners across the island remain high.
Using PREPA’s Financial Report for May 2021, AFVPR was able to roughly
approximate average monthly utility cost. By taking the total revenue for all
residential clients ($113,523,000) and dividing by the average number of clients
served (1,356,556),28 the average cost of utilities per month per customer is $83.68.
There are factors that affect individual customer pricing that vary based on use,
energy efficiency, microclimate, etc., and many areas and/or individuals likely
experience higher rates. However, this estimate provides a starting basis for

Ibid.
Ibid, p. 20
26
Ibid, p. 30
27
Ibid, p. 31
28
Puerto Rico Electric Authority, May 2021 Monthly Report to the Governing Board, 2021.
24
25
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making assumptions about the potential assistance that may be necessary to
support homeowners in arrears.

Water
According to the FOMB Certified 2020 Fiscal Plan for the Puerto Rico Aqueduct
and Sewer Authority (PRASA), Fiscal Years 2021 to 2025, PRASA serves “a
population of approximately 3.2 million residents” through the provision of clean
water and wastewater management, “serving approximately 96% and 50% of the
population” with these respective services.29 The residential market makes up 95%
of the more than 1.2 million active accounts.30
A major challenge for PRASA is water loss due to leaks and breaks throughout the
system. Water failing to reach customers creates challenges for the end users and
is water that cannot be billed despite the cost of production.31 Water loss on the
customer side due to leaking and broken pipes can lead to high customer costs
that significantly affect households without room to spare in their budgets.
Operating data for PRASA reported for the nine-month period between July 1,
2020, and March 31, 2021, shows that residential accounts average water bill,
including wastewater management, was $40.82.32

Stakeholder
Comment

Engagement

and

Public

Treasury requires that each grantee conduct a needs assessment and submit a
plan for use and distribution of funds. Prior to plan submission, AFVPR provided
the public an opportunity to review and comment on the Draft HAF Plan, which
was viewable online at https://covidhipotecas.com. Notice was published online
and in the local newspaper El Nuevo Día and El Vocero. Written comments on the
Draft HAF Plan were accepted through September 15, 2021, at 5:00 p.m. AST at
comentariospublicos@covidhipotecas.com, through a web form located at
https://covidhipotecas.com, or by mail to Autoridad para el Financiamiento de la
Vivienda de PR; Programa de Asistencia para Dueños de Hogar; P.O. Box 71361; San
Juan, PR 00936-8461.

Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority. 2020. FOMB Certified 2020 Fiscal Plan for
the Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority (PRASA), Fiscal Years 2021 to 2025.
Accessed online August 31, 2021. https://aafaf.pr.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020-Fiscal-Planfor-PRASA-as-Certified-by-FOMB-on-June-29-2020.pdf (p, 21)
30
Ibid, pp. 21–22
31
Ibid, pp. 74–75
32
Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority. 2021. FY2021 Quarterly Financial Report for
the nine-month period ending on March 31, 2021. Accessed August 31, 2021.
https://www.acueductospr.com/documents/20142/34543/PRASA+Quarterly+Reporting++3rd+Q+FY2021+Final+New+Format.pdf
29
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Southeastern Housing Finance Agency
Coordination
AFVPR participates in regular conference calls with other state Housing Finance
Agencies (HFAs). This coordination has been arranged between the HFAs to
support information sharing and programmatic alignment where practicable.
AFVPR also participates in coordination sessions organized by the National Council
of State Housing Finance Agencies (NCSHA).

Housing Counseling Providers and
Community-based Organizations
Coordination
AFVPR has provided information about the proposed plan and the program
offerings through PRHAP to housing counseling and community-based
organizations to solicit input and feedback. This included an informal solicitation
of interest to HUD-certified Housing Counseling Agencies on the island.
Furthermore, AFVPR is committed to providing homeowners with the resources
necessary to obtain Housing Counseling services through the Puerto Rico HUD–
approved Housing Counseling agencies. Contact information for these agencies
will be published on the PRHAP website. AFVPR intends to hold information
sessions with the housing counselors once the full PRHAP is launched.

Funding Availability and Projected Number
of Homeowners Assisted
Assessing Average Dollar Value of Need
The most comprehensive dataset for home loan delinquency is the BlackKnight
data that covers approximately 80% of the loans in Puerto Rico. BlackKnight used
available data to extrapolated its dataset to approximate the full universe of loans
in Puerto Rico; this extrapolated dataset was used to perform this analysis. Though
this dataset does not provide the total delinquency amount in dollars, provide a
precise count of months delinquent, or distinguish between first and second
mortgages, it does include delinquency counts in three categories (20–89 days, 90
days or more, and foreclosure) and aggregated monthly principal and interest (P&I)
for delinquent loans. By multiplying the P&I amounts by the information contained
within each date range, AFVPR can provide a rough estimate of the average
delinquency amount per borrower (
Table 7.) This is important to understand, as this will support projections for average
assistance that may be needed by homeowners subscribing to the PRHAP.
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Table 7: Estimation of Average Delinquency Dollar Value (All Loans)

Category

Loans

Principal and
Interest

30-89 DDQ

9,698

$6,105,993.06

Average
Principal
and
Interest
$629.60

90+ DDQ

15,908

$11,175,852.59

Foreclosure

9,683

Totals

35,289

Months

Factor

Estimated
Delinquent
Amount

Average
Delinquent
Amount

1–2

2.5

$15,264,982.66

$1,573.99

$702.53

3+

9

$100,582,673.33

$6,322.81

$7,756,301.88

$801.02

4+

15

$116,344,528.14

$12,015.35

$25,038,147.53

$709.51

$232,192,184.13

$6,579.71

Using the factors in
Table 7 above, AFVPR estimated an average delinquent amount (P&I only, no taxes
or insurance) of $6,579.71. AFVPR further assumed that the average 30- to 89-day
delinquency was an average of two and a half months past due, the average 90day-or-more delinquency was nine months past due, and the average loan in
foreclosure was 15 months past due. These factors can be adjusted based on any
set of new assumptions that become apparent as the program gets underway and
truer values become known. Using this same methodology applied to the
BlackKnight dataset, AFVPR can also estimate (by loan type) delinquency amounts
(Table 8).
Table 8: Estimation of Average Delinquency Dollar Value by Loan Type

Loan Type

Delinquent
Loans

Average
Principal and
Interest

Estimated
Average
Delinquent
Amount

Conventional

18,692

$790.20

$7,582.72

12,559

$579.08

$5,038.55

1,036

$554.99

$3,241.17

949

$808.47

$7,587.83

2,052

$805.10

$8,095.26

35,289

$709.51

$6,579.71

Federal Housing
Administration
U.S. Department of
Agriculture
U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs
Other
Totals

Applying this methodology to the three loan portfolio data sets available from loan
servicers (AFV, Oriental, and Popular), the average delinquency dollar amounts for
the three loan portfolios are presented in Table 9.
Table 9: Estimated Average Delinquency by Loan Servicer
Bank
Popular
Oriental
AFV

1st Mortgages
$5,816.07
$4,102.37
$1,077.70
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2nd Mortgages
$1,407.23
$769.13
$674.70

All Loans
$5,780.14
$4,059.93
$731.80
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Upon further analysis of the three service portfolios made available to AFVPR,
counts and percentages of potentially eligible delinquent loans with delinquency
amounts that are less than $5,000, $5,000–$10,000, $10,000–$20,000, and above
$20,000 can be understood (see Table 10, Table 11, and Table 12). This information
also informs AFVPR’s decision-making process, allowing for establishment of
reasonable program caps that will assist the most homeowners across Puerto Rico.
Table 10: Banco Popular Loan Statistics
Delinquent
Amount
Range

Number of
Delinquent
Loans

Percentage
of
Delinquent
Loans

Average
Months
Delinquent

Average
Delinquent
Amount

Less than $5k

5,596

62%

3.5

$1,881.15

$5k to $10k

1,767

19%

12.1

$7,282.32

$10k to $20k

1,328

15%

15.0

$13,555.84

More than
$20k
Totals

388

4%

15.7

$28,559.03

9,079

100%

7.4

$5,780.14

Table 11: Banco Oriental Loan Statistics
Delinquent
Amount
Range

Number of
Delinquent
Loans

Less than $5k

4,536

Percentage
of
Delinquent
Loans
72%

$5k to $10k

1,147

18%

$10k to $20k

506

8%

13.5

$13,321.71

More than
$20k
Totals

108

2%

13.9

$27,244.53

6,297

100%

5.2

$4,059.93

Average
Months
Delinquent

Average
Delinquent
Amount

2.8

$1,699.58

10.3

$7,125.47

Table 12: Autoridad para el Financiamiento de la Vivienda de Puerto Rico Loan
Statistics
Delinquent
Amount
Range

Number of
Delinquent
Loans

Less than $5k

2,301

Percentage
of
Delinquent
Loans
99%

$5k to $10k

14

Totals

2,315

Average
Months
Delinquent

Average
Delinquent
Amount

7.1

$695.85

1%

14.6

$6,640.36

100%

7.2

$731.8
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Available Funding versus Need
Need on the island far outweighs the available funding for assistance. With
delinquency totals well more than $232 million, the Treasury allocation of $75.6
million is roughly 31% of the funding necessary to cure all delinquency—and this is
just relative to mortgage principal and interest delinquency. These figures do not
account for insurance, property taxes, homeowner/condominium association fees,
liens, and common charges, or utilities—all of which are widely known additional
financial needs across Puerto Rico. With scant data sources available on these
other homeownership costs, AFVPR has had to use the information that is publicly
available, where available, to estimate averages for some of these costs. By
estimating these costs, the program can create base estimates for total average
assistance that may be provided to homeowners that can be modified as actual
amounts become known through the award process.
A benefit of the approach taken is that the associated data allows AFVPR to predict
how far allocated funds will potentially last. Though the PRHAP will be designed as
a first-come, first-serve delivery system, modeling how far the HAF allocation could
stretch allows the program to focus outreach efforts in those areas with highest
loan delinquency rates.
AFVPR can calculate a count for each municipio for loans with performance issues,
assume an average disbursement per borrower, and a “fallout rate” for PRHAP
applications. “Fallout” is a term for those applicants that could be eligible for
PRHAP assistance that do not end up receiving a grant. There are various reasons
for fallout, including homeowners who never apply for help, do not fully complete
the process, turn out to be ineligible for other reasons, or withdraw from the
program. Fallout rates in other federally funded grant programs such as CDBG-DR
housing assistance, COVID Emergency Rental Assistance, and others can be
significant—well over 50% in many cases.
Currently, AFVPR projects that the average disbursement for each borrower in the
planned Reinstatement Program plus all other options will be $10,720. Table 13
provides the numerical summary of the information described above for
calculating an average PRHAP assistance award.
Table 13: Breakout of Estimated Average Assistance Award under the
Puerto Rico Homeowner Assistance Program
Assistance Type

Estimated Average
Cost

Mortgage reinstatement (principal and
interest only)
Three months payment assistance (3 x
$710)
Electricity arrearages (3 x $84)
Water arrearages (3 x $41)
Other fees (2 x $300)
Delinquent property taxes
Total
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$6,580
$2,130
$252
$123
$600
$1,035
$10,720
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The projected average award value was derived by using the average estimated
delinquency of the BlackKnight dataset ($6,580 rounded) and the average monthly
mortgage delinquency with principal and interest ($710 rounded) from Table 8.
Assuming an average three-month forward payment of $2,128.53 (three times the
average monthly payment), assistance for mortgage reinstatement and future
payment assistance totals $8,708.24.
Assuming every homeowner who receives assistance is also three months behind
on electric utilities—an average delinquency of $84 per month—the projected
average assistance for this benefit option would be $252.
Using information from PRASA’s most recent quarterly financial report, AFVPR
knows that the average water bill across the island is $41. Again, assuming a threemonth delinquency, this would result in an average benefit amount of $123 for
water and sewerage arrearages.
As there were no data available on delinquent homeowner/ condominium or other
associated homeownership fees, an allowance of an average of $300 per
homeowner has been included. Assuming that this is a yearly rate and that
arrearages are owed for 2020 and 2021, this would bring the total average benefit
for delinquent homeowner/condominium fees to $600.
Property taxes in Puerto Rico are collected at the state level and distributed to the
78 municipios. The agency responsible for property tax collection is Centro de
Recaudacion de Ingresos Municipales (CRIM). The 2021 Fiscal Plan projects real
property tax revenue at $677 million for Fiscal Year (FY) 2021,33 which includes
residential, commercial, industrial, vacant and other property types. There are an
estimated 1,065,375 residential properties, which make up 81.4% of the total
properties.34 Tax rates vary across the island by municipio from 8.0% to 12.99%.35
Taxes are collected bi-annually, due on January 1 and July 1 each year. All
municipios across Puerto Rico exhibit a low collection rate compared to mainland
counterparts. In FY 2020, collection rates for real property ranged from 78% for
Guaynabo to a low of 39% for Guanica.36 CRIM estimates that low collection rates
“have generated a large gross accounts receivable balance amounting to $1.7
billion in principal and $1.9 billion in interest and penalties (net of discounts) at the
end of FY2019”.37 However, after applying a reserve against gross accounts
receivable, the net figure falls to $660 million.38
Though there is no published data on the average cost of property taxes, AFVPR
can deduce a rough average yearly tax amount per taxable residential property by
first multiplying the residential structure percentage of 81.4% by the projected FY
2021 real property tax revenue to yield an estimate of the proportion of real
property tax revenue attributed to residential structures ($551,078,000). By dividing
this number by the number of estimated residential properties, this provides an
estimated average yearly property tax amount of $517.26 per residential property.
Centro de Recaudacion de Ingresos Municipales. 2021. Fiscal Plan for the Municipal
Revenue Collection Center Fiscal Years 2022–2026. Page 8. Accessed online August 31,
2021. https://www.crimpr.net/menuInst/download/252
34
Ibid, p. 12.
35
Ibid, p. 16.
36
Ibid, p. 18.
37
Ibid.
38
Ibid.
33
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Assuming that the eligible property taxes are owed for 2020 and 2021, this would
bring the average property tax benefit under PRHAP to $1,034.52.
Using the total estimated average assistance award amount and an assumed
allocation budget after administration and planning costs are deducted, and after
funding for housing counseling services are deducted, the PRHAP Pilot and full
program would have $61,871,509.36 available for homeowner funding to disburse
to roughly 5,771 Puerto Rico homeowners in need. These are initial base projections
and will be modified over time as real award values are able to be taken into
consideration. AFVPR will make every effort to minimize administration and
planning costs which, if successful, will result in additional funding being made
available to the project delivery budget. Any increase in the project delivery budget
will result in an increase of funding availability directly to homeowners in need.
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AFVPR HAF Plan
This Draft HAF Plan has been informed by both the Needs Assessment and partner
organization coordination. It has been published for public comment, which will
be taken under consideration in the drafting of the final HAF Plan that will be
submitted to Treasury for review and approval.
AFVPR has chosen to take a first-come, first-serve approach to program design
based on the widespread need and similar demographic and economic
characteristics of borrowers island-wide. However, AFVPR will promote the PRHAP
at a more amplified rate in those municipios with the highest rates of mortgage
delinquency to ensure that homeowners have the opportunity to learn about and
apply for assistance. Furthermore, AFVPR recognizes that assistance with utility
services is a widespread and well-known need for many homeowners. Therefore,
assistance with delinquent utilities and other homeownership fees such as
homeowner/condominium association fees and charges have also been included
as a possible benefit for eligible homeowners. The program is also designed to
assist homeowners (with and without mortgages) with delinquent
homeownership costs such as property taxes, insurance, fees, and utilities.

Puerto Rico Homeowner Assistance
Program
Because of Puerto Rico’s economic and demographic characteristics, most
homeowners on the island meet Treasury’s targeting objectives. Treasury’s
objectives include serving a majority of homeowners who are at or below 100% of
the area median income or the national median income, whichever is greater, and
advancing relief opportunities for socially disadvantaged homeowners who face
financial hardship as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. As such, the PRHAP (both
the Pilot and full program) is designed to target homeowners with the following
attributes:



Those in delinquency or foreclosure



Those whose borrower income is at or below the national median income

PRHAP Pilot
AFVPR will implement a pilot program with the initial 10% allocation of funding
provided by Treasury. The pilot program is known as the PRHAP Pilot and is
designed to assist homeowners with first and/or second mortgages serviced by
AFVPR. The PRHAP Pilot is a means to kickstart services to financially stressed
homeowners while meeting the Treasury requirements necessary to obtain full
program funding.
The intent of the PRHAP Pilot is to test how well the program design meets the
overall needs of homeowners. It also provides AFVPR with an opportunity to test
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policies, procedures, systems, and workflows developed to deliver funding
assistance. A process of evaluation and refinement will be used during and after
the PRHAP Pilot to make the wider program more efficient and reduce, mitigate,
or eliminate unintended barriers that become apparent during the pilot program.
The PRHAP Pilot will limit assistance to homeowners whose mortgage
delinquency occurred as the result of economic hardship induced by the COVID19 pandemic. Assistance will be limited to homeowners who have not received
assistance for qualified expenses covered by PRHAP for the same period through
other federal, state, or local programs.
Identified homeowners in the portfolio will be contacted by phone, email, and
mailers that describe the program, its benefits, and the various methods of
accessing the program application. The information provided will include program
contact information and hours of service. All program information will be available
in English and Spanish. Homeowners seeking assistance through the PRHAP Pilot
will follow the same processes as those for the full program as described in the
following sections of the HAF Plan.

Full PRHAP
The full PRHAP program will be available to homeowners across Puerto Rico who
are delinquent on their mortgages or other eligible homeownership costs such as
taxes, insurance, fees, and utilities, regardless of which mortgage loan servicer
holds the homeowner’s loan. It will also be open to homeowners who no longer
have a mortgage, but who may be delinquent on home related taxes, insurance,
fees, and/or utilities. The full program is anticipated to operate substantially
similarly to the PRHAP Pilot; however, AFVPR does anticipate some modification
because of lessons learned through the implementation of the pilot program to
increase operational efficiency and remove unforeseen barriers to homeowner
participation that may arise.
Further outreach targeting will be conducted to reach homeowners in rural and
underserved/under-resourced communities, in municipios with high rates of
mortgage delinquency; and that are coming out of forbearance with serious
delinquency.

Timeline of Implementation
Table 14 outlines the anticipated timeline for program delivery.
Table 14: Key Program Dates
Target Date of
Completion

Activity
Puerto Rico Homeowners Assistance Program
(PRHAP) Pilot launch
Draft Homeowners Assistance Program (HAF)
Plan published
Public comment period
Submission of HAF Plan to Treasury Department
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Target Date of
Completion

Activity
Treasury approval date of HAF Plan

TBD
TBD, upon Treasury
Launch full PRHAP
Department approval of
HAF Plan
Program closure
TBD*
* AFVPR is seeking expedited delivery of the PRHAP and anticipates
committing all funding within six months to a year of full PRHAP program
launch. Note that the PRHAP will close when all program funds have been
fully committed.

Eligible PRHAP Expenses
Funds may be used to bring accounts fully current with no remaining delinquent
amounts and to repay amounts advanced by the lender or servicer on the
borrower’s behalf for property charges, including reasonably required legal fees of
payee associated with eligible expenses. Funding is available to support
homeowners facing immediate threat of housing instability due to delinquency of
mortgage payments and other homeownership costs.
HAF funding through the PRHAP is not intended to supplant lender/servicer loss
mitigation. The PRHAP will collaborate with lenders/servicers to identify borrowers
who may not be eligible for loss mitigation programs so that additional, focused
outreach can be undertaken to notify such borrowers of program funding
availability.
The housing obligations listed below that remain delinquent are “Eligible Uses” of
PRHAP proceeds:



Reinstatement payments for a period of forbearance, delinquency, or
default (first and second mortgages)



Mortgage payment assistance for first and second mortgages’ principal,
interest, taxes, and insurance (PITI)



Homeowner’s insurance, flood insurance, and mortgage insurance



Homeowner’s and condominium association fees, including liens and
common charges



Real estate property taxes to prevent homeowner tax foreclosure



Utilities (electric power and water service)

Note that mortgage reinstatement and payment assistance options apply to
federally backed, conventional, private, and reverse mortgages. This includes first
mortgages, second mortgages obtained for down payment assistance through
non-profit or government entities, mobile/manufactured home loans, as well as
contract for deeds.
Eligible loans must be secured by owner-occupied mortgage collateral (or
qualified secured financing of unattached manufactured housing) that met the
conforming loan limit at the time of origination.
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Maximum Per Household PRHAP Assistance
There are a series of program maximum assistance caps based on the program
option(s) for which a homeowner is eligible. Each cap is a total dollar amount
maximum. If more than one type of assistance is obtained, all combined assistance
cannot exceed $21,000. Delinquent amounts may be paid back beyond January 21,
2020.
1.

First Mortgage Reinstatement with Mortgage Payment Assistance
and/or Utilities—$21,000 in total assistance for this option.

2.

Second Mortgage Reinstatement with Mortgage Payment Assistance—
$3,000 in total assistance for this option. If combined with First Mortgage
Reinstatement Assistance, the assistance received, up to $3,000 will count
toward the total $21,000 cap.

3.

Taxes, Insurance, Fees, and Utilities—$9,000 in total assistance for this
option. If combined with First Mortgage Assistance, funding up to $9,000
will count toward the total $21,000 cap. Assistance of up to $9,000 for taxes,
insurance, fees, and utilities may be combined with a maximum of up to
$3,000 of Second Mortgage Reinstatement Assistance for a total maximum
cap of up to $12,000.

Note that the program may grant exceptions to program maximums on a case-bycase basis. The program will also evaluate whether program maximums that have
been set as a result of the initial needs assessment are sufficient by analyzing actual
demonstrated need throughout the implementation of the pilot and full PRHAP
programs.

Form of Assistance
Financial assistance provided by PRHAP will be in the form of a non-recourse grant.
In most circumstances, it will not need to be repaid. However, if a homeowner
knowingly provides false or misleading information in connection with his or her
application for assistance that leads to a payment to which he or she is not
qualified, the assistance must be repaid, and the homeowner may be referred for
prosecution. Additionally, any overpayment of funding is recoverable by AFVPR.

Payout of Assistance
All payments will be made directly to the mortgage loan servicer or other payee
(such as insurance company, local tax authority, utility company, or
homeowner/condominium association) to which the homeowner’s outstanding
balance is owed. Payments will not be made directly to homeowners. AFVPR has
already coordinated with all loan servicers on the island and is coordinating with
utility providers PREPA/LUMA and PRASA with the goal of establishing data
exchanges and payment processes.

Prohibition of Duplication of Benefits
The program is prohibited from providing financial assistance to homeowners that
covers the same period and purpose as other available funding. This means that
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the program may not cover arrearages owed by a homeowner for which the
homeowner has received or anticipates to receive assistance to cover such
arrearages from another program or entity (government, private, or non-profit).
AFVPR notes that utility assistance is available to families across Puerto Rico
through the Department of Children and Families. That program is called the
Covid-19 Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP). It offers two
types of benefits: energy subsidies and energy crisis intervention.
Energy subsidies are automatically granted to families receiving Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) and/or Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) benefits. Families not receiving such benefits, but with income
below 150% of poverty levels may apply for subsidies.
Energy crisis intervention benefits are available for those whose LUMA Energy
accounts are in arrears and at risk of suspension or disconnection of service, or
which have been suspended or disconnected. Residents must apply for this benefit
type.
More information about this program can be found at PR.GOV - Ayuda de Energía.
Application for assistance to the LIHEAP program can be made by visiting
https://serviciosenlinea.adsef.pr.gov/sibif/sibfam.aspx.
AFVPR’s PRHAP will require applicant disclosure of benefits received through
LIHEAP. Any benefits received through that program must be accounted for and
deducted from any potential award through PRHAP if such benefits cover the
same time period as electric utility assistance available to the applicant through
PRHAP. This will handled through an attestation.

Delivery of Services
AFVPR has hired a program administration firm to support delivery of the PRHAP.
The use of the term “AFVPR” throughout this and other PRHAP documentation
refers to the Autoridad para el Financiamiento de la Vivienda de Puerto Rico
and/or its contracted program administration service provider.

Marketing and Outreach
AFVPR will market the PRHAP program island-wide once the HAF Plan has been
approved by Treasury and the balance of the allocated funding is made available
for use. The following components of the PRHAP marketing and outreach strategy
are intended to cast a wide net to ensure that as many homeowners in need are
aware of and have access to apply for assistance through the program.

Program Branding and Presence
AFVPR will use existing agency branding standards for PRHAP. This marketing
strategy will build program legitimacy and trust among Puerto Rican
homeowners, mortgage servicers, housing advocates, and other key stakeholders
by showcasing an already established and recognizable brand.
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Branding will be used on a variety of online and other platforms to increase visibility
to all homeowners across Puerto Rico, with attention to communities experiencing
high rates of mortgage delinquency.

Outreach Materials
AFVPR will develop branded outreach and marketing materials in both Spanish
and English and geared toward a variety of program stakeholders.
Communications will be targeted to each stakeholder group, including eligible
Puerto Rican homeowners, housing advocates and other relevant community
organizations, local elected officials, and the media. AFVPR will create easy-tounderstand user guides and graphics, program fact sheets, process flyers,
application checklists, press releases, web content, and social media messaging
and graphics to inform and regularly communicate program updates to the public.
To increase program reach and visibility, AFVPR will encourage community buy-in
and engage external partners by creating a community partner toolkit that can be
easily employed to amplify PRHAP messaging. AFVPR will offer opportunities for
stakeholder engagement throughout the program to elevate program messaging
and increase access to vulnerable populations.
AFVPR will make necessary accommodations for individuals with disabilities and
access and functional needs to ensure equitable access to program services. A
focus will be made to increase accessibility by offering in-person intake or
informational sessions as permitted with current COVID-19 conditions.

Marketing and Outreach Campaign
AFVPR will use a variety of channels to raise awareness of the PRHAP funding,
including:



Website: User and mobile-friendly PRHAP website that provides an easy to
access online application portal.



Social Media: Regular social media engagement on PRHFA accounts
(Facebook and Twitter). Messaging will include calls to action to drive
prospective applicants to the PRHAP website and/or call center.



Paid Media: Launch a strategic media buy that includes search ads, display
ads, billboards, transit, and other media platforms.



Earned Media: Develop news releases, and pitch radio and television
interviews, noting rural areas with limited Internet will primarily rely on
radio and television advertising.



Direct Marketing: Trade and niche publications, direct mail, email
marketing, and text messaging to reach key targeted jurisdictions,
including rural areas and socially disadvantaged groups.



PRHAP Intake Centers: Offer in-person application assistance in
strategically placed locations that increase accessibility to rural and the
socially vulnerable.



PRHAP Customer Center: Over-the-phone application support and
include translation services and special needs accommodations. The
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PRHAP Customer Center will also increase outreach efforts through
outbound call campaigns to potentially eligible Puerto Rico homeowners.



Mobile Intake Operations: Conduct mobile-intake at high-traffic
community locations (e.g., community centers, libraries, social services
offices) to raise awareness of PRHAP services and offer on-site application
assistance.

Stakeholder Engagement
PRHFA will engage critical stakeholders and housing advocates from the
beginning. These relationships will be essential to driving applications to ensure
struggling homeowners have access to emergency assistance through PRHAP.
PRHFA will routinely inform and engage key stakeholders to help amplify PRHAP
messaging to reach all affected homeowners in Puerto Rico. The stakeholder
groups and partnerships that will be leveraged to help promote the program
include the following:



Local advisory boards, nonprofits, legal aid, community organizations,
housing counselors, and faith-based organizations



Community leaders and elected officials



Mortgage providers, Community Development Corporations, Community
Development Financial Institutions, and other nonprofits that offer
affordable housing programs to low, very low, and moderate-income
homebuyers



Other agencies across Puerto Rico that can help educate homeowners
about program options and facilitate program entry

Equity and Accessibility
Treasury requires HAF participants such as AFVPR to design programs to be as
accessible as possible to homeowners in different circumstances, including by
offering multiple intake formats, engaging with nonprofit organizations to provide
additional pathways into the program, and providing culturally and linguistically
relevant outreach.
AFVPR is providing all information in English and Spanish and will accommodate
special needs such as hearing, speech, and mobility assistance on an as as-needed
basis. Accommodations can be requested by calling (888) 887-7234.
The application for assistance is an online, web-based format. Homeowners
seeking assistance can obtain assistance through self-service or via the assistance
of PRHAP staff members. In-person services will be provided at assistance centers
located across the island. Phone assistance is available by calling (888) 887-7234.
Hours of operation will be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. AST.
Assistance
center
locations
will
be
posted
on
the
website
www.covidhipotecas.com. The program will serve homebound applicants through
mobile intake and case-management services on an as-needed basis.
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AFVPR will work with nonprofit and community organizations to provide PRHAP
information and welcomes referrals of homeowners from these groups.

Program Elements
The eligible expenses for which HAF funding can be used and that have been
evaluated as being the most pressing for Puerto Rico have been combined into
three program options under the PRHAP.
1.

First Mortgage Reinstatement combined with Mortgage and Utilities
Assistance
This is a lump-sum grant intended to bring past-due balances current and
provide three months of forward-paying mortgage assistance to support
housing stability. Delinquency can be paid back beyond January 21, 2020.
Payment amounts include PITI and charges, fees, corporate advances
made on behalf of the homeowner. Payment amounts may also include
costs such as insurance, taxes, homeowner/condominium association fees,
and utilities that are not in escrow. This assistance is available for first
mortgages, mobile/manufactured home loans, contract for deed situations,
and reverse mortgages.
This assistance is capped at $21,000. All assistance received under this
option (reinstatement of delinquent payments, forward payments, eligible
costs not in escrow, and utilities) counts toward the $21,000 assistance limit.

2. Second Mortgage Repayment with Payment Assistance
This is a lump-sum grant intended to cure delinquency on second
mortgages and provide three months of payment assistance for current
and future payments of a second mortgage. Delinquency can be paid back
beyond January 21, 2020. Payment amounts include principal and interest,
charges, and fees of the servicers (if applicable).
This assistance is available as a standalone option or in combination with
the First Mortgage Reinstatement option. If used as a standalone option,
assistance is capped at $3,000. If combined with the First Mortgage
Reinstatement option, the total amount of assistance cannot exceed
$21,000.
3. Payment Assistance for Delinquent Taxes, Insurance, and
Homeownership Costs
This is a lump-sum grant intended for homeowners without a mortgage or
for those with a mortgage whose costs are not in escrow through the loan
servicer. This includes property taxes, insurance (homeowners’, mortgage,
and/or flood), homeowner/condominium association fees (including liens
and common charges), and utilities. Delinquency can be paid back beyond
January 21, 2020.
This assistance is available as a standalone option or in combination with
the First Mortgage Reinstatement option. Standalone assistance is capped
at $9,000. If combined with the First Mortgage Reinstatement option, the
total amount of assistance cannot exceed $21,000.
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4. Housing Counseling Services
AFV will provide PRHAP funding to HUD-approved Housing Counseling
Agencies to provide housing counseling services to applicants of the
PRHAP. Participation in the housing counseling portion of the program is
optional. Contact information for housing counseling service providers will
be listed on the PRHAP website at www.covidhipotecas.com.

Program Requirements
Eligible Homeowners
To receive assistance through the PRHAP, homeowners must meet the following
eligibility criteria:



Homeowners must own and occupy property as their primary residence in
Puerto Rico.



Homeowners must hold ownership of the property as an eligible ownership
type (i.e., living trust or individual).



Homeowners must reside in an eligible property type, i.e., a single-family
home, a condominium, or a mobile home (attached or detached). Singlefamily homes may be a single unit, duplex, triplex, or quadruplex.



Household income must not exceed 150% of the AMI or 100% of the median
income for the United States ($79,900), whichever is greater.



Homeowners must have experienced a financial hardship (either an
increase in living expenses or decrease in income) after January 21, 2020,
that is associated with the COVID-19 pandemic or prior to January 21, 2020
and it has continued after that date.

Eligible Ownership Types
To be eligible for assistance, applicants must be an individual or have property held
by a living trust. No corporations, LLCs, or other business enterprises may receive
assistance through PRHAP.

Program Documentation
The PRHAP has been designed specifically to minimize onerous documentation
requirements on homeowners seeking assistance that typically bog down grant
programs. Owing to Treasury Department Guidance to design programs in this
manner and the flexibility that it provides, much of the traditional paperwork
backup documentation has been eliminated from PRHAP.
The program will rely on applicant self-attestations, the ability to use proxy data for
qualification, and third-party data sources (including lender data) to the maximum
extent practicable. Even with these efficiencies, there will be some documentation
required in the form of attestations, acknowledgements, and forms. The following
are anticipated:
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Applicants must submit documentation to verify their identity such as a
driver’s license, identification card, passport, or other photo identification
acceptable for lending institutions.



Applicants to the PRHAP will be required to sign an acknowledgement that
they have read and understand the terms of the program, including the
purpose of funds and their ongoing duty to provide truthful and accurate
information under penalty of law.



Applicants will be required to sign and submit a Consent and Release Form,
also known as a Third-Party Consent Form, that authorizes the program to
seek information about the applicant with relevant service providers such
as loan servicers, taxing authorities, homeowner/condominium
associations, and utility companies.



Applicants will be required to sign a subrogation agreement that requires
the homeowner to remit any duplicative assistance he or she has or will
receive.



Depending upon which program benefits the applicant qualifies, the
applicant may be required to submit his or her most recent utility bills,
invoices from homeowner/condominium associations, property tax bills,
and/or insurance statements.

Attestations
Applicants will be required to attest to the following:



Financial hardship



Household income



Dwelling type



Primary residency



Owner occupancy

Income Eligibility
To be eligible for assistance from PRHAP, a homeowner’s household income must
be at or below 150% of the area median income or $79,900 (the median Income for
the United States), whichever is greater. Homeowners will provide an income
attestation. The program will use the income attestation in conjunction with
geographic information about the location of the homeowner’s property to
determine income eligibility by proxy, as allowed by Treasury.

Program Verifications


Identification. The applicant’s identity will be verified using a governmentissued identification, passport, or other identification documentation
acceptable for mortgage loan lending.



Dwelling Type. The program will verify that the property listed in the
homeowner’s application is an eligible property type using information
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provided by the applicant and the lender. Self-attestation of property type
may be accepted. For situations where a lender is not involved, property tax
record data may be consulted.



Primary Residency and Owner Occupancy. The program will verify these
requirements using a Primary Residence and Owner Occupancy
Attestation plus applicant identification, utility bill, property tax records, or
other documents matching the property address. The attestation may be
incorporated into the application or created as a standalone form.



Property Ownership. The program will verify that the ownership of the
property is vested in the applicant by using lender verification via the
Common Data File. If there is no mortgage on the property, property tax
records and/or deeds will be accessed to verify ownership.



Financial Hardship. The program will use a self-attestation for verification
of financial hardship due to COVID-19.



Origination Amount of Loan within Conforming Loan Limits. The
program will verify that the loan was a conforming loan at time of
origination through lender-provided data.



Duplication of Benefits. The program will verify whether the applicant has
received, is receiving, or will receive homeownership cost assistance (i.e.,
mortgage payments, tax, insurance, fees, or utility payments) that is
duplicative of the assistance to be provided by PRHAP by collecting and
verifying information provided by the applicant through the application.

Program Design
The following program design will first be implemented through the PRHAP Pilot.
It will be carried through to the full PRHAP that launches island wide. Any
modifications that result from lessons learned during the PRHAP Pilot will be
reflected in updates posted to the program website and/or an update to this plan.

Screening and Application System
PRHAP will be delivered through an online screening and application system
provided by a third-party contractor. The system is designed as a self-service portal
with security protections for each homeowner who registers and seeks assistance.
Homeowners will be able to access their own landing page, complete the
screening process, submit an application, and upload any necessary supporting
documentation. Homeowners who need assistance with this process may seek
support through the PRHAP Call Center or at one of the in-person assistance
center locations.

Pre-Screening
AFVPR is implementing a pre-screening process. Designed to provide a quick
answer to potential applicants about their ability to participate in the program, the
pre-screening process is short and straightforward. Registered homeowners will
answer pre-screening questions for the PRHAP based on threshold eligibility
criteria laid out by Treasury in the August 2, 2021, HAF Guidance. Specifically,
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questions are tailored to determine if the individual is an eligible owner type, is a
homeowner living in a qualified property type within program income limits and
has had a qualified financial hardship.
Upon completion of these questions, homeowners will be informed whether the
answers they have provided indicate that their current situation meets program
minimum requirements for participation. Homeowners who meet the minimum
program requirements will be able to proceed with their application and can
upload any required documentation to complete and support their application.
Homeowners who do not meet the minimum program participation requirements
will be provided with an explanation of the reason for ineligibility.

Application
Homeowners will begin the application process after successfully completing the
pre-screening process. The application process is completely online. Assistance can
be obtained over the phone or in person.
In the application, homeowners will provide information about themselves, their
household, and their property; the types and amounts of delinquency; servicer or
payee information such as name and loan and/or account numbers; and
information about any other assistance the applicant is or anticipates receiving.
The application will prompt the applicant to make acknowledgements and
attestations, including the financial hardship attestation. Any supporting
documentation will need to be uploaded to the application or provided to a
program staff member at one of the in-person assistance centers if the applicant
requires support in completing the application process.

Eligibility Review and Quality Control
Each completed application will be reviewed by PRHAP staff. The review will
evaluate whether the application is complete, documentation is sufficient, and
eligibility conditions have been met for a homeowner to qualify for a benefit(s) and
receive an award from the program. Additional or alternative documentation may
be required as a result of this review. PRHAP program staff will coordinate with
homeowners when this is necessary.
Eligibility review will be conducted using standard operating procedures,
standardized checklists, and a quality control process. All applicants proceeding
through the eligibility review process will be notified of the outcome of the review.
Detailed eligibility criteria will be available in the PRHAP Policies and Procedures.

Data Exchange
PRHAP will use a Common Data File (CDF) format to exchange data between the
program and loan servicers. The CDF process will provide information about the
status of loans, current outstanding amounts, fees, origination date and loan
amount, etc. Much of this information will be used for program verification
purposes.
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Applicant Award
Awards for assistance may not exceed the maximum assistance per household for
the benefit type (First Mortgage Reinstatement; Second Mortgage Repayment; or
Taxes, Insurance, and Homeownership Costs), with total of all benefits not
exceeding $21,000. Funding details will be provided to each eligible applicant via
an Award Notice, which will outline benefit options for which the applicant has
qualified, the assistance amount by eligible benefit option, and the total assistance
awarded.
The applicant will not be required to accept the amount through any formal
written acceptance. Payment will be made from PRHAP to the loan servicer or
other payee on behalf of the homeowner in the amounts listed in the Award Notice.

Withdrawn Applications
Applicants may withdraw from the program voluntarily at any time prior to
disbursement of funds to the loan servicer or other payee.

Appeals
Applicants may appeal an adverse decision related to their eligibility by filing an
appeal through their private applicant portal or with the assistance of program
staff, over the phone or in person. Appeals procedures and timeframes will be
posted to the program website and outlined in standard operating procedures.

Performance Goals
Treasury requires that each HAF participant establish goals and benchmarks, by
program and by targeted population, for assistance using HAF funds. The
performance goals must identify how they address homeowner needs identified
by AFVPR in the HAF Plan. Performance goals must be disaggregated by key
characteristics such as mortgage type, racial and ethnic demographics, and/or
geographic areas (including rural communities), as appropriate for the jurisdiction.
Each HAF participant must include a goal focused on reducing mortgage
delinquency among targeted populations.
AFVPR’s PRHAP has been established to reduce mortgage delinquency across the
following groups:



Homeowners at or below 100% of the AMI or national median income,
whichever is greater



Socially disadvantaged groups, as defined by Treasury

For each program design element (mortgage reinstatement, mortgage payment
assistance,
second
mortgage
repayment
and
payment
assistance,
homeownership costs for homeowner/condominium association fees, liens and
common charges, delinquent real estate property taxes, and utilities), AFVPR will
track and measure performance of the PRHAP using the following metrics of
success outlined in Table 15.
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Table 15: Proposed Metrics of Success for each Program Design Element

Metrics of Success
 Total number of homeowners assisted
 Number of homeowners assisted at or below 100% AMI or U.S.
Median Income
 Number of socially disadvantaged homeowners assisted
 Total dollar amount of assistance provided (by assistance type)
 Dollar value provided to homeowners at or below 100% AMI
 Dollar value provided to socially disadvantaged homeowners
 Number of days spent to provide assistance

Readiness
Staffing and Systems
AFVPR’s staff are veteran housing finance professionals, with extensive experience
in mortgage lending and loan servicing. AFVPR has procured a program
administration service provider through a competitive bid process. The service
provider is supporting design and operation of the program.
AFVPR’s program administration vendor will provide the online screening and
application system, call center, applicant services, eligibility review, quality control,
payment processing, and reporting support. AFVPR staff have worked
collaboratively with the program administration provider to define the program
framework. Continued partnership will result in the delivery of program services for
homeowners across Puerto Rico.
The PRHAP will be guided by a set of overarching policies and procedures. The
PRHAP Policies and Procedures will be supplemented by task-specific standard
operating procedures. These will be updated and maintained throughout the
program lifecycle.
All staff members working on the PRHAP will be trained on overall program
policies and procedures and the task-specific standard operating procedures
necessary to carry out the staff member’s function.

Reporting and Compliance
AFVPR will submit reports to Treasury that include financial and targeting data and
other information as specified in the reporting requirements that Treasury will
provide. AFVPR anticipates such reporting requirements will include an analysis of
the impact of the program and outcomes achieved. Reporting structures will be
established to ensure timely delivery of required reports. Other reports will be
generated as necessary for stakeholder groups.
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Quality Control
Quality control measures will be built into the program’s workflow system,
providing automated checks for accuracy and task completion. In addition,
AFVPR’s program management vendor implements quality control procedures at
the task level. These include processes such as the use of standardized checklists,
internal technical reviews of each program decision point, and dedicated quality
review teams.

Contracts and Partners
AFVPR has entered into a contract with a vendor to support design and
implementation of the PRHAP. AFVPR will ensure that all vendor contracts address
all flow down requirements contained in the financial assistance agreement
confected with Treasury.
AFVPR’s contracted program administration vendor will be responsible for
providing the electronic pre-screening, application, and eligibility system. The
vendor will provide services for pre-screening interested homeowners,
determining the eligibility of completed applications (including income eligibility),
issuing withdrawn, award, and/or denial notices, issuing payment of grant funds to
servicers/payees, validating payment, auditing for duplicate applications, providing
customer service support to program applicants, processing appeals, and any
other tasks assigned under the contract.

Leverage with Other Financial Resources
AFVPR will undertake its best effort to leverage the assistance that might be
available for homeowners through other partners.
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Budget
Treasury, and subsequently Departamento de Hacienda de Puerto Rico, has made
an initial payment from the HAF available to AFVPR in an amount equal to 10% of
the total amount allocated. This comes to $7,563,754.20 (see Table 16). To receive
this funding, Departamento de Hacienda de Puerto Rico entered into a financial
agreement with Treasury and committed to using the funds only for qualified
expenses, as listed in the Treasury Guidance. Treasury made these funds available
upon Departamento de Hacienda de Puerto Rico’s submission of its notice of funds
request. AFVPR has entered into a subrecipient agreement with Departamento de
Hacienda de Puerto Rico to manage and implement available funding through the
PRHAP.
No more than 50% of the initial payment ($3,781,877.10) may be used for planning,
community engagement, needs assessment, and administrative expenses. The
balance of the available funding ($68,073,787.80) will be provided by Treasury upon
approval of AFVPR’s HAF Plan.
Table 16: Puerto Rico’s Available Funding for Planning, Administration, and
Pilot
Treasury Allocation to
Puerto Rico

10% of Total Allocation

50% of 10% Initial
Payment

$75,637,542.00

$7,563,754.20

$3,781,877.10

Treasury encourages HAF participants to use these initial payments to create or
fund pilot programs to serve targeted populations and to focus on programs that
are most likely to deliver resources most quickly to targeted populations, such as
mortgage-reinstatement programs. AFVPR is using the initial payment for costs
associated with planning, designing, and delivering both the PRHAP Pilot and the
full PRHAP that will be open to all Puerto Ricans. This includes costs to support
activities such as public engagement, needs assessment and plan development,
program startup, and administrative costs. This is in addition to PRHAP Pilot
benefits for payment of delinquent mortgages, ongoing principal, interest, taxes,
insurance (PITI), and associated costs to prevent homeowner displacement,
including utilities.
Planning, community engagement, needs assessment, and administrative
expenses related to AFVPR’s disbursement of HAF funds for qualified expenses, in
an aggregate amount, will not exceed 15% ($11,345,631.10) of the funding from the
HAF received. The initial budget allocation in Table 17 was developed reserving the
maximum available administration cost. This conservative approach was taken to
ensure that the PRHAP has the appropriate resources necessary to plan, design,
implement, and oversee HAF funding.
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AFVPR will exercise every opportunity to reduce administration and planning costs
and maximize funding available to eligible homeowners. As these savings are
realized, budget amendments will be submitted if funding is available to move
from the administrative and planning line item to project delivery.
Table 17: Puerto Rico Homeowner Assistance Program (PRHAP) Allocation
Cost Category

Dollars Allocated

PRHAP Pilot

$3,781,877.10

PRHAP

$58,089,632.26

Housing Counseling Services

$2,420,401.34

Administration and Planning

$11,345,631.30

Total

$ 75,637,542.00

Treasury further requires that a minimum of 60% of the total available funding, be
spent on populations of homeowners whose income is at or below 100% of the AMI
or the national median income, whichever is greater. This means that AFVPR must
spend at least $45,382,525.20 on eligible homeowners at or below the 100%
AMI/national median income threshold (Table 18).
Table 18: Treasury Department Funding Targets
Treasury Department/Puerto
Rico Homeowner Assistance
Program Requirement

Target Group

Minimum Spend
Required

Treasury 60% Funding

At or below 100%

$45,382,525.20

Minimum

AMI

Reallocation of Funding
AFVPR will seek approval from Treasury prior to reallocating funding from a
program as described in the approved HAF plan to be used for a different purpose
if any of the following are true:



The aggregate reallocations from any qualified expense category equals or
exceeds 10% of the amount allocated to that qualified expense category in
the HAF plan approved by of the amount allocated to that qualified expense
category in the HAF plan approved by Treasury;



AFVPR is proposing to allocate funding to a new qualified expense category
or is creating a new program or terminating a previously approved
program; or



The reallocation redirects 1% or more of AFVPR’s total HAF allocation from
program costs to administrative costs.
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Appendix A: Public Comments
Number
1

Comment

Response

SIRS,
I am an entrepreneur. My

Thank you for taking the time to read our plan

company has been in business

and provide your comment. The PRHAP is

since 1987 according to the

designed to assist homeowners with past due

State Department. When

mortgage payments, property taxes, property

Hurricane Maria came, we lost

insurance, and/or utilities. The PRHAP will also

a lot of money. I asked for a

assist with up to three months of future

reclassification of my

mortgage payments for homeowners with

mortgage, and they lowered

delinquencies who qualify for assistance.

my payment by 1000
something.
When we were reaching
normality, the pandemic came.
We took out a

$ 72,000

disaster loan but they are
already ending. I will have to
stop paying my mortgage if we
want to eat and pay for water,
electricity, etc.
I hope that those of us who
had to take a loan to survive
and comply with the mortgage
are taken into account and
give us the same help as those
who did not pay the mortgage.
Any questions you can contact
me, I have the evidence.
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Thank you for your kindness to
read my comment.
2

I am a mortgage owner, and I

Thank you for your time and consideration in

am grateful and hopeful that

providing your comment. The PRHAP will be

the help will begin soon. I will

able to begin providing services to

appreciate all the attention

homeowners across the island once the U.S.

and help to be able to cover

Department of Treasury approves our HAF

the payments owed on my

Plan. If you would like to receive notifications

mortgage in these difficult

about the program, including notifications of

times. I look forward to

key dates on which services may begin, please

receiving notification as soon

visit www.covidhipotecas.com. At the bottom

as the program begins.

of the page, there is a section called "Stay
Tuned" with a button called "Sign Up to Be
Notified". By clicking on this button, you can
submit your email address and receive future
program announcements.

3

MBA of PR including all our

Thank you for your comments. The PRHAP has

affiliates, we value the effort of

been designed according to the U.S.

the Housing Financing

Department of the Treasury (Treasury)

Authority to assist citizens with

Homeowner Assistance Fund Guidance (HAF

low or limited income in

Guidance) which is available for review at

paying their mortgages and to

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/HAF-

promote assistance in general

Guidance.pdf. Further, Treasury has directed

for disadvantaged sectors

States and Territories to remove barriers to

impacted due to the Covid 19

program access such as onerous

pandemic. In the mortgage

documentation requirements or requirements

industry, we agree to focus the

that are more restrictive than those outlined in

assistance available under this

the HAF Guidance. the program has been

program on homeowners

designed based on an understanding that

whose income is less than the

Treasury does not intend for assistance to be

national average income

provided only to homeowners who have first

affected by the pandemic.

sought other loss mitigation options. Therefore,

After the analysis by all our

such requirements have not been included in

affiliates who have
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administration, "Servicing", of

our program design, as these would be a

mortgage loans, we submitted

barrier to assistance.

the comments to the program
which were provided by each
institution.
Comments / Suggestions:
This assistance should be
focused on clients whose loan
does not have specific exit
options to Covid 19 (although
maintaining the focus on low
income) such as, for example:
 Clients whose delinquency
exceeds 18 months
sheltered by certain
investors and insurers such
as FNMA, FHLMC, USDA or
VA to access alternatives
designed for clients affected
by the pandemic.
 Clients with secured loans
whose delinquency or
situation excludes them
from being beneficiaries of
their loss mitigation options.
For example, clients with
FHA-insured loans whose
outstanding balance
exceeds the 30% UPB limit
(since their first
delinquency).
4

It is recommended to define

According to Treasury guidelines, HAF funds

and discuss with the Bank

should be targeted to homeowners who have

what these target populations

incomes at or below 100% of the U.S. median
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should be to maximize the use

income or 150% of area median income and

of these limited funds and to

who are socially disadvantaged individuals.

support clients who would not

Treasury further recommends that assistance

even have the possibility of

be prioritized to participants who have FHA, VA

receiving other forms of

and USDA mortgages and homeowners who

assistance from investors or

have mortgages made with the proceeds of

insurers. This would make it

mortgage revenue bonds or other mortgage

possible to increase the

programs targeted to low- and moderate-

general impact of federal aid

income borrowers.

by dispersing it to larger
sectors of the population.
5

It is necessary to know what

Applicants must meet the household income

are all the conditions that the

requirement of $79,900 or less at the time of

owner must meet to qualify for

application. Another requirement is to have

these funds. We already know

experienced a financial hardship after January

that it must be the main

21, 2020 associated with the COVID-19

residence, that it is occupied,

pandemic, such as a reduction in income after

not to exceed the maximum

January 21, 2020 due to COVID-19 or an

established income ($

increase in living expenses after January 21,

79,900.00), that the months in

2020 due to COVID-19. This data will be verified

arrears are not before January

in the application. Note, that as of December

2020, any other conditions?

2021, the program has moved to Treasury’s new
definitions for eligible homeowners and eligible
expenses which allow HAF programs to also
assist homeowners experiencing financial
hardship or who have incurred delinquencies
prior to January 21, 2020, if the financial
hardship has continued after that date.
In addition, the following conditions apply to
eligibility for the program:
 Be delinquent on at least one payment
related to homeowner obligations
(mortgage/home loan payment, property
taxes, homeowner-related insurance,
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utilities, homeowner/condo association
dues, etc.).
 Experienced a financial hardship after
January 21, 2020, associated with the COVID19 pandemic, such as a reduction in income
after January 21, 2020, due to COVID-19 or an
increase in living expenses after January 21,
2020 due to COVID-19 (e.g., job loss,
decreased income, increased living
expenses, health care costs). Note, that as of
December 2021, the program has moved to
Treasury’s new definitions for eligible
homeowners and eligible expenses which
allow HAF programs to also assist
homeowners experiencing financial
hardship or who have incurred
delinquencies prior to January 21, 2020, if the
financial hardship has continued after that
date.
 Own and occupy a property as your
principal residence in Puerto Rico.
 The type of property must be of an eligible
property type (living trust or individual).
 Family income must not exceed 150% of the
area median income (AMI) or 100% of the
U.S. median income ($79,900), whichever is
greater.
 Residing in an eligible property type: singlefamily home (1-4 units), condominium, or
mobile home (attached or detached).
 The principal balance of the owner's first
mortgage must have been, at the time of
origination, no greater than the conforming
loan limit in effect at the time of origination.
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 Household income must not exceed 150% of
the area median income (AMI) or 100% of
the U.S. median income ($79,900),
whichever is greater.
 Homeowners who have previously filed
bankruptcy but are no longer in bankruptcy
must provide proof of a court-ordered
"discharge" or "dismissal." Active
bankruptcies must provide proof of court
approval to participate in the program.
6

The maximum annual income

Treasury provides two acceptable options to

of $ 79,900.00 or less, how will

substantiate the income requirement. One is

the 2020 income contribution

that the owner may provide written

forms be identified?

certification that the household income is at or
below $79,900.00 in conjunction with pay
stubs, W2s, Schedules or deposit statements
showing regular income and the second is that
the owner may provide written certification
that the household income is at or below
$79,900.00.
The Housing Finance Authority adopted the
second option since the Treasury recommends
eliminating barriers that may delay or prevent
homeowners from receiving this assistance.

7

In Puerto Rico there are several

Funds are distributed based on qualification of

“Servicers” or mortgage loan

the applicant, regardless of their servicer.

servicers. How will the funds be

Because the program will serve homeowners

distributed among the cases

on a first-come, first-serve basis and

that they have to qualify for the

qualification is based on the applicant’s

program?

financial hardship situation, there is no way for
the program to predict which servicers will
obtain delinquent payments or in what order.
However, funds will be distributed to the
servicer or other payee of the qualified
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applicant through direct payment from the
program to the servicer or authorized payee.
8

The family composition, that is,

Family composition is only a factor to the

how many members live on

extent that the household income is

the subject property, will it be

considered for income qualification for the

taken into consideration?

program. This means that the applicant must
attest to the income of every adult household
member (18 years or older). Further, the
program will ask for the total number of
household members should the income
attestation and proxy method not be viable for
a particular applicant. By knowing the number
of household members and all adult household
member income, the program would still be
able to determine annual household income
using more traditional methods of income
calculation.

9

Funds must be strictly for

Within the eligibility requirements established

those homeowners who had

by the Treasury, it does not contemplate that

their mortgage, the

homeowners must be current on eligible

“Homeowner association” and

expenses for assistance before January 2020. It

the utilities up to date before

allows arrearages to be paid from January 21,

the pandemic (January 2020).

2020, onward. PRHAP funding has been
designed to be flexible within Treasury
allowances.

10

The funds destined for the

The rental funding is separate Treasury funding

“Rent” program that are not

from the HAF allocation. States and Territories

used should be transferred to

do not have authority granted by Treasury to

the Puerto Rico Homeowner

co-mingle these funds.

Assistance Program.
11

Page 40 Marketing. Through

AFV does not have the authority to mandate

financial institutions who will

financial institutions to inform their clients of

inform you of the possible

the availability of this program. However, AFV

program. Nowhere in the draft

strongly encourages financial institutions to do
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is it established that the

so. AFV will make every effort to provide

banking institution must

financial institutions with program information

disclose the availability of the

that can be used to assist debtor clients of the

Program to debtors. AFV /

financial institutions. Information is always

Program must provide

available through the program website at

mortgage servicers with

www.covidhipotecas.com.

proforma language or guide to

The Program will provide informational

the language to be disclosed.

brochures to the servicers so that they can
provide them to their clients. The Program may
also create a written informational message for
loan servicers to distribute to the entire
portfolio of clients.

12

Page 42 in the requirements

All assistance under this program may only be

talks about owning and

provided to homeowners who currently own

occupying as their main

and occupy their home as their primary

residence, however, on page 37

residence. There are no exceptions to this rule.

of the document it mentions

According to page 37 of the Plan, the program

that benefits can be granted

will also be open to homeowners who no

for other purposes even when

longer have a mortgage (mortgage has

they no longer have a

matured/been paid in full or property inherited

residence.

with no mortgage in force), but who may be
delinquent on taxes, insurance, fees and/or
utilities related to the home which he or she
occupies. In other words, even if the applicant
does not have a mortgage or is not delinquent
on their mortgage, they may apply for the
other assistance.

13

Clarify the income of $ 79K. It

This program has been designed to assist

may be that in 2020 they had

homeowners who have experienced a financial

income of $ 79K, but if they

hardship as a result of the COVID pandemic.

were unemployed or their

This means that they have experienced either

income was reduced for

an increase in living expenses or a decrease in

economic activity in 2021, as

income. The program will not conduct an audit

verified.

of the financial condition of any applicant, but
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rather will require that the homeowner attest,
under penalty of law, that he or she has or has
not experienced such financial hardship and
attest to the current household income.
14

Page 46 talks about data

Confidentiality agreements will be agreed

exchange and must be

individually with each loan administration

included under a

institution or other participating institutions.

confidentiality agreement
between the parties.
15

Clarify the following details of

A. The Program is designed to assist with

the Program:

delinquencies and foreclosures that

Beneficiaries in foreclosure:

began after January 21, 2020. Note, that
as of December 2021, the program has

A. Clarifying the scope of
those who should be

moved to Treasury’s new definitions for

beneficiaries of the

eligible homeowners and eligible

Program, it is already

expenses which allow HAF programs to

established that it will

also assist homeowners experiencing

cover homeowners "in

financial hardship or who have incurred

default or foreclosure

delinquencies prior to January 21, 2020,

that began after

if the financial hardship has continued

January 21, 2020".

after that date.
B. This
assistance
is
designed
for
homeowners who are not currently in
the loss mitigation process. This
assistance may not supplant any other
source of funding available to the
homeowner. Further, this assistance
may not duplicate any other assistance
that the homeowner has received or
anticipates will be received. There are
provisions in the application that explain
this to homeowners and require return
of program funding in the event such
situations arise.

Including as a selection
criterion that a client
has started an
execution process after
January 21, 2020 is
inconsistent and
counterproductive
since, by definition, this
client could be
delinquent prior to the
pandemic. The focus of

C. The consent and release form will allow
the program to communicate with the
servicer or other payee related to

the Program should be
on the delinquency
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after the pandemic and

outstanding debt amounts of any
individual borrower participating in the
PRHAP and allow PRHAP to make
payment to the financial institution on
behalf of the individual borrower.

not on the fact that an
execution process has
begun.
** The funds offered are for the

There is a separate partner agreement
developed by the NCSHFA that may be
implemented between the program and
the servicers that can be used to
establish coordination between AFV/the
program and the financial institutions.

purpose of: "bring past-due
balances current and provide 3
months of forward-paying
mortgage assistance to
support housing stability".
B. Beneficiaries in the
process of formalizing
assistance alternatives
Although the program
provides that assistance will be
limited to "homeowners who
have not received assistance ...
through other federal, state or
local programs," it is important
to further communicate that
this assistance should not be
available or should not be
offered. to clients that are
already in the course of closing
any of the loss mitigation
alternatives provided by said
federal entities, although these
have not been formalized.
In other words, the process of
granting some aid already
selected by the client and
approved by the bank that is
pending to be formalized
should not be stopped. This
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occurs with various assistances
from insurers or investors
which contemplate a process
of discussion of the alternative
with the client, its acceptance
and eventual closure. We
understand that it would be
bad public policy to grant
assistance to a client who was
in the process of benefiting
from another form of
assistance from insurers or
federal investors, taking into
account that these are
exceptional and limited funds.
C. Documentation
The program provides that
participants will sign a consent
and waiver form to authorize
the AFV to obtain information
from loan servicers
(presumably on eligibility
criteria). We understand that
this is favorable, but it should
not preclude that the AFV
coordinates the criteria with
the Bank and determines a
priori the clients who would
benefit (in principle) with the
assistance, as happened with
the mortgage assistance
program of the municipalities.
16

We wish to emphasize that

Thank you for providing this information, AFV

there are still moratoriums

acknowledges the statement.
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available to investors and
insurers that can meet clients'
arrears. In other words, this
program does not arise
because the moratoriums
(payment stoppages) have
expired since there are still
alternatives to take advantage
of new moratoriums, or even
re-enter the moratorium,
which can assist clients
depending on the type of loan.
Number
1

Comment

Response

SIRS,
I am an entrepreneur. My

Thank you for taking the time to read our plan

company has been in business

and provide your comment. The PRHAP is

since 1987 according to the

designed to assist homeowners with past due

State Department. When

mortgage payments, property taxes, property

Hurricane Maria came, we lost

insurance, and/or utilities. The PRHAP will also

a lot of money. I asked for a

assist with up to three months of future

reclassification of my

mortgage payments for homeowners with

mortgage, and they lowered

delinquencies who qualify for assistance.

my payment by 1000
something.
When we were reaching
normality, the pandemic came.
We took out a

$ 72,000

disaster loan but they are
already ending. I will have to
stop paying my mortgage if we
want to eat and pay for water,
electricity, etc.
I hope that those of us who
had to take a loan to survive
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and comply with the mortgage
are taken into account and
give us the same help as those
who did not pay the mortgage.
Any questions you can contact
me, I have the evidence.
Thank you for your kindness to
read my comment.
2

I am a mortgage owner, and I

Thank you for your time and consideration in

am grateful and hopeful that

providing your comment. The PRHAP will be

the help will begin soon. I will

able to begin providing services to

appreciate all the attention

homeowners across the island once the U.S.

and help to be able to cover

Department of Treasury approves our HAF

the payments owed on my

Plan. If you would like to receive notifications

mortgage in these difficult

about the program, including notifications of

times. I look forward to

key dates on which services may begin, please

receiving notification as soon

visit www.covidhipotecas.com. At the bottom

as the program begins.

of the page, there is a section called "Stay
Tuned" with a button called "Sign Up to Be
Notified". By clicking on this button, you can
submit your email address and receive future
program announcements.

3

MBA of PR including all our

Thank you for your comments. The PRHAP has

affiliates, we value the effort of

been designed according to the U.S.

the Housing Financing

Department of the Treasury (Treasury)

Authority to assist citizens with

Homeowner Assistance Fund Guidance (HAF

low or limited income in

Guidance) which is available for review at

paying their mortgages and to

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/HAF-

promote assistance in general

Guidance.pdf. Further, Treasury has directed

for disadvantaged sectors

States and Territories to remove barriers to

impacted due to the Covid 19

program access such as onerous

pandemic. In the mortgage

documentation requirements or requirements

industry, we agree to focus the

that are more restrictive than those outlined in

assistance available under this

the HAF Guidance. the program has been
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program on homeowners

designed based on an understanding that

whose income is less than the

Treasury does not intend for assistance to be

national average income

provided only to homeowners who have first

affected by the pandemic.

sought other loss mitigation options. Therefore,

After the analysis by all our

such requirements have not been included in

affiliates who have

our program design, as these would be a

administration, "Servicing", of

barrier to assistance.

mortgage loans, we submitted
the comments to the program
which were provided by each
institution.
Comments / Suggestions:
This assistance should be
focused on clients whose loan
does not have specific exit
options to Covid 19 (although
maintaining the focus on low
income) such as, for example:
 Clients whose delinquency
exceeds 18 months
sheltered by certain
investors and insurers such
as FNMA, FHLMC, USDA or
VA to access alternatives
designed for clients affected
by the pandemic.
 Clients with secured loans
whose delinquency or
situation excludes them
from being beneficiaries of
their loss mitigation options.
For example, clients with
FHA-insured loans whose
outstanding balance
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exceeds the 30% UPB limit
(since their first
delinquency).
4

It is recommended to define

According to Treasury guidelines, HAF funds

and discuss with the Bank

should be targeted to homeowners who have

what these target populations

incomes at or below 100% of the U.S. median

should be to maximize the use

income or 150% of area median income and

of these limited funds and to

who are socially disadvantaged individuals.

support clients who would not

Treasury further recommends that assistance

even have the possibility of

be prioritized to participants who have FHA, VA

receiving other forms of

and USDA mortgages and homeowners who

assistance from investors or

have mortgages made with the proceeds of

insurers. This would make it

mortgage revenue bonds or other mortgage

possible to increase the

programs targeted to low- and moderate-

general impact of federal aid

income borrowers.

by dispersing it to larger
sectors of the population.
5

It is necessary to know what

Applicants must meet the household income

are all the conditions that the

requirement of $79,900 or less at the time of

owner must meet to qualify for

application. Another requirement is to have

these funds. We already know

experienced a financial hardship after January

that it must be the main

21, 2020 associated with the COVID-19

residence, that it is occupied,

pandemic, such as a reduction in income after

not to exceed the maximum

January 21, 2020 due to COVID-19 or an

established income ($

increase in living expenses after January 21,

79,900.00), that the months in

2020 due to COVID-19. This data will be verified

arrears are not before January

in the application.

2020, any other conditions?

In addition, the following conditions apply to
eligibility for the program:
 Be delinquent on at least one payment
related to homeowner obligations
(mortgage/home loan payment, property
taxes, homeowner-related insurance,
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utilities, homeowner/condo association
dues, etc.).
 Experienced a financial hardship after
January 21, 2020, associated with the COVID19 pandemic, such as a reduction in income
after January 21, 2020, due to COVID-19 or an
increase in living expenses after January 21,
2020 due to COVID-19 (e.g., job loss,
decreased income, increased living
expenses, health care costs).
 Own and occupy a property as your
principal residence in Puerto Rico.
 The type of property must be of an eligible
property type (living trust or individual).
 Family income must not exceed 150% of the
area median income (AMI) or 100% of the
U.S. median income ($79,900), whichever is
greater.
 Residing in an eligible property type: singlefamily home (1-4 units), condominium, or
mobile home (attached or detached).
 The principal balance of the owner's first
mortgage must have been, at the time of
origination, no greater than the conforming
loan limit in effect at the time of origination.
 Household income must not exceed 150% of
the area median income (AMI) or 100% of
the U.S. median income ($79,900),
whichever is greater.
 Homeowners who have previously filed
bankruptcy but are no longer in bankruptcy
must provide proof of a court-ordered
"discharge" or "dismissal." Active
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bankruptcies must provide proof of court
approval to participate in the program.
6

The maximum annual income

Treasury provides two acceptable options to

of $ 79,900.00 or less, how will

substantiate the income requirement. One is

the 2020 income contribution

that the owner may provide written

forms be identified?

certification that the household income is at or
below $79,900.00 in conjunction with pay
stubs, W2s, Schedules or deposit statements
showing regular income and the second is that
the owner may provide written certification
that the household income is at or below
$79,900.00.
The Housing Finance Authority adopted the
second option since the Treasury recommends
eliminating barriers that may delay or prevent
homeowners from receiving this assistance.

7

In Puerto Rico there are several

Funds are distributed based on qualification of

“Servicers” or mortgage loan

the applicant, regardless of their servicer.

servicers. How will the funds be

Because the program will serve homeowners

distributed among the cases

on a first-come, first-serve basis and

that they have to qualify for the

qualification is based on the applicant’s

program?

financial hardship situation, there is no way for
the program to predict which servicers will
obtain delinquent payments or in what order.
However, funds will be distributed to the
servicer or other payee of the qualified
applicant through direct payment from the
program to the servicer or authorized payee.

8

The family composition, that is,

Family composition is only a factor to the

how many members live on

extent that the household income is

the subject property, will it be

considered for income qualification for the

taken into consideration?

program. This means that the applicant must
attest to the income of every adult household
member (18 years or older). Further, the
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program will ask for the total number of
household members should the income
attestation and proxy method not be viable for
a particular applicant. By knowing the number
of household members and all adult household
member income, the program would still be
able to determine annual household income
using more traditional methods of income
calculation.
9

Funds must be strictly for

Within the eligibility requirements established

those homeowners who had

by the Treasury, it does not contemplate that

their mortgage, the

homeowners must be current on eligible

“Homeowner association” and

expenses for assistance before January 2020. It

the utilities up to date before

allows arrearages to be paid from January 21,

the pandemic (January 2020).

2020, onward. PRHAP funding has been
designed to be flexible within Treasury
allowances.

10

The funds destined for the

The rental funding is separate Treasury funding

“Rent” program that are not

from the HAF allocation. States and Territories

used should be transferred to

do not have authority granted by Treasury to

the Puerto Rico Homeowner

co-mingle these funds.

Assistance Program.
11

Page 40 Marketing. Through

AFV does not have the authority to mandate

financial institutions who will

financial institutions to inform their clients of

inform you of the possible

the availability of this program. However, AFV

program. Nowhere in the draft

strongly encourages financial institutions to do

is it established that the

so. AFV will make every effort to provide

banking institution must

financial institutions with program information

disclose the availability of the

that can be used to assist debtor clients of the

Program to debtors. AFV /

financial institutions. Information is always

Program must provide

available through the program website at

mortgage servicers with

www.covidhipotecas.com.

proforma language or guide to

The Program will provide informational

the language to be disclosed.

brochures to the servicers so that they can
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provide them to their clients. The Program may
also create a written informational message for
loan servicers to distribute to the entire
portfolio of clients.
12

Page 42 in the requirements

All assistance under this program may only be

talks about owning and

provided to homeowners who currently own

occupying as their main

and occupy their home as their primary

residence, however, on page 37

residence. There are no exceptions to this rule.

of the document it mentions

According to page 37 of the Plan, the program

that benefits can be granted

will also be open to homeowners who no

for other purposes even when

longer have a mortgage (mortgage has

they no longer have a

matured/been paid in full or property inherited

residence.

with no mortgage in force), but who may be
delinquent on taxes, insurance, fees and/or
utilities related to the home which he or she
occupies. In other words, even if the applicant
does not have a mortgage or is not delinquent
on their mortgage, they may apply for the
other assistance.

13

Clarify the income of $ 79K. It

This program has been designed to assist

may be that in 2020 they had

homeowners who have experienced a financial

income of $ 79K, but if they

hardship as a result of the COVID pandemic.

were unemployed or their

This means that they have experienced either

income was reduced for

an increase in living expenses or a decrease in

economic activity in 2021, as

income. The program will not conduct an audit

verified.

of the financial condition of any applicant, but
rather will require that the homeowner attest,
under penalty of law, that he or she has or has
not experienced such financial hardship and
attest to the current household income.

14

Page 46 talks about data

Confidentiality agreements will be agreed

exchange and must be

individually with each loan administration

included under a

institution or other participating institutions.
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confidentiality agreement
between the parties.
15

Clarify the following details of

D. The Program is designed to assist with

the Program:

delinquencies and foreclosures that

Beneficiaries in foreclosure:

began after January 21, 2020.
E. This
assistance
is
designed
for
homeowners who are not currently in
the loss mitigation process. This
assistance may not supplant any other
source of funding available to the
homeowner. Further, this assistance
may not duplicate any other assistance
that the homeowner has received or
anticipates will be received. There are
provisions in the application that explain
this to homeowners and require return
of program funding in the event such
situations arise.

D. Clarifying the scope of
those who should be
beneficiaries of the
Program, it is already
established that it will
cover homeowners "in
default or foreclosure
that began after
January 21, 2020".
Including as a selection
criterion that a client

F. The consent and release form will allow
the program to communicate with the
servicer or other payee related to
outstanding debt amounts of any
individual borrower participating in the
PRHAP and allow PRHAP to make
payment to the financial institution on
behalf of the individual borrower.

has started an
execution process after
January 21, 2020 is
inconsistent and
counterproductive
since, by definition, this
client could be

There is a separate partner agreement
developed by the NCSHFA that may be
implemented between the program and
the servicers that can be used to
establish coordination between AFV/the
program and the financial institutions.

delinquent prior to the
pandemic. The focus of
the Program should be
on the delinquency
after the pandemic and
not on the fact that an
execution process has
begun.
** The funds offered are for the
purpose of: "bring past-due
balances current and provide 3
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months of forward-paying
mortgage assistance to
support housing stability".
E. Beneficiaries in the
process of formalizing
assistance alternatives
Although the program
provides that assistance will be
limited to "homeowners who
have not received assistance ...
through other federal, state or
local programs," it is important
to further communicate that
this assistance should not be
available or should not be
offered. to clients that are
already in the course of closing
any of the loss mitigation
alternatives provided by said
federal entities, although these
have not been formalized.
In other words, the process of
granting some aid already
selected by the client and
approved by the bank that is
pending to be formalized
should not be stopped. This
occurs with various assistances
from insurers or investors
which contemplate a process
of discussion of the alternative
with the client, its acceptance
and eventual closure. We
understand that it would be
bad public policy to grant
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assistance to a client who was
in the process of benefiting
from another form of
assistance from insurers or
federal investors, taking into
account that these are
exceptional and limited funds.
F. Documentation
The program provides that
participants will sign a consent
and waiver form to authorize
the AFV to obtain information
from loan servicers
(presumably on eligibility
criteria). We understand that
this is favorable, but it should
not preclude that the AFV
coordinates the criteria with
the Bank and determines a
priori the clients who would
benefit (in principle) with the
assistance, as happened with
the mortgage assistance
program of the municipalities.
16

We wish to emphasize that

Thank you for providing this information, AFV

there are still moratoriums

acknowledges the statement.

available to investors and
insurers that can meet clients'
arrears. In other words, this
program does not arise
because the moratoriums
(payment stoppages) have
expired since there are still
alternatives to take advantage
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of new moratoriums, or even
re-enter the moratorium,
which can assist clients
depending on the type of loan.
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